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(i)
INTRODUCTION
A harmonic map between Riemannian manifolds satisfies,
in local coordinates, a second order semi-linear elliptic
system of equations. This system of equations arise as the
Euler-Lagrange equations of a natural Dirichlet or energy
integral on maps between manifolds, which directly generalises
the classical Dirichlet integral. Particular interest in
harmonic maps has thus sprung up in connection with the problem
of minimal surfaces in Riemannian manifolds.
This thesis begins with a brief introduction to harmonic
maps, putting the concepts into a general framework and recording
certain basicbut important properties of harmonic maps. The
second chapter is founded on a remark of Eells and Sampson [8]
that a holomorphic map between KWhler manifolds is harmonic.
Here a calculation is made of the Laplacian of a decomposed
energy density and application of it is made in the holomorphic
case. The formula obtained is used in conjunction with harmonic
map methods to give a greatly simplified proof of a theorem of
Cheng characterising the Euclidean sphere by the eigenfunctions
of its Laplacian.
Up until the beginning of the writing of this thesis hardly
anything was known about harmonic maps from non-compact domain.
Chapter three deals with two situations, one ensuring that the
energy density is bounded and another ensuring the total energy
is infinite, some contrasts are given including a counter-example
to a tempting conjecture. While some of these results rely on
curvature restrictions a separate chapter has been reserved for
this topic and among those areas considered are maps fram
(ii)
manifolds with boundary, a classification problem for maps of
small energy and a few brief remarks about the second variation.
Chapter five is a discussion of an old paper of Shibata
concerning the existence of harmonic diffeomorphisms of surfaces
in which many mistakes have been found. Many of these are
corrected but the final solution is not found and an alternative
approach to the problem is proposed. A short appendix is
attached in which the connection between certain harmonic and
holomorphic maps is pointed out. This is viewed as a special
case in which an equidistribution theory for harmonic maps
actually exists, nothing of this nature is known in general.
CHAPTER 1
HARMONIC MAPS
(a) Basic notions.
Throughout this work, unless stated to the contrary, (M,g)
~and (N,h) will denote two C Riemannian manifolds, of dimensions
m and n respectively, which are assumed to be connected and without
boundary.
00If rr:W + M is a C vector bundle on M the space of smooth
(Coo) sections will be denoted by A{W). A connection VW on Wand
a fibre metric k define a Riemannian structure on W if Vk = 0,
writing <~,~> for k(~,~) this means
where X € A(TM) is a vector field on M and ~,~ € A{W).
wThe curvature of V is given by
w= -R (Y,X)¢ and in case
W = TM define R(X,Y,Z,U) = <R(X,Y)Z,U>.
If u,v £ T M are orthogonal and of unit length the sectionalx
curvature determined by u,v is
K(UAV) = R(u,v,u,v).
An expression like A ~ RiemM ~ B will mean that all sectional
curvatures of M lie within the indicated bounds.
Example.
Suppose ¢:(M,g) + (N,h) is smooth and let V denote the Levi-
Civita connection of N then the pull back via ~ of TN, denoted
¢*TN inherits a Riemannian structure the connection of which will
be denoted V¢
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The elements of A(APT~M e W) are called W-valued p-forms
and will also be denoted by AP(W), There are defined on AP(W)
various operators~ The exterior derivative d:AP(W) + AP+1(W)
is given by
p+l . 1 A
~ (_1)1+ V (X X X)~ Xi
W 1"'" i'..., p+li=l
+ L
i<j
where X. € A(TM) i = 1, .••,p+l, and the covariant derivative by
1
for Xl' ,."Xp' Y € A(TM), w € AP(W).
Note that for a I-form w,dw(X,Y) = (Vxw)(Y) - (Vyw)(X). For
w, e € AP(W) let <w,e> denote the smooth function whose value at
X € M is given by
< W 8> =, X L
i,< ..<ip
<wee. ,..•e. ), 8(e. ,.."e. »11 1p 11 1p
where {e1, ...,em} is an orthonormal basis of TxM, the tangent
space to M at x.
The codifferential d*:AP(W) + AP-1(W) is given by
basis of T M, it satisfiesx
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for all w € AP+1(W), e € AP(W) of compact support. (Here dvg
is the Riemannian volume element of (M,g».
The associated Laplacian, given by ~=dd* + d*d, is a self
adjoint strongly elliptic operator, W ( AP(W) is a harmonic
W-valued p-form if 6w = O.
(b) Harmonic maps.
Suppose now that ~:(M,g) ~ (N,h) is smooth then the
differential, d~, of ~ can be regarded as a 1-form with values
in ¢*TN.
1.1. DEFINITION.
The energy density of ~ is the function given by
e(¢) = !<d~,d¢>, = i Trace (¢*h).
If M' is a relatively compact domain of M, M' cc M, the
energy of ¢ over M' is
E(¢,M') = f e(~)dv .M' g
In case M' = M reference to it will be dropped and the
energy simply denoted by E(~). E thus defines a positive real
valued function on maps from M to N.
1.2. DEFINITION
2A C map ¢:(M,g) ~ (N,h) is harmonia on M' cc M if it is a
critical point of E( ,M') with respect to all variations supported
in M', ¢ is harmonic on M if it is harmonic on M' for all M' cc M.
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1.3. PROPOSITION. [8J
2The C map ~ is harmonic if and only if its differential
d¢ E A1(¢*TN) satisfies the equation d*d~ = Trace V~d~ = O.
1.4. DEFINITION.
2For any C map ~:M ~ N the quantity-d*d~ is called the
tension field of ~ and is written T(~).Thus a map is harmonic
if and only if its tension field vanishes, T(~) = O.
(c) Regularity
While the concept of energy has been defined only for smooth
maps it is clear that it can be defined for maps which have
distributional derivatives which are locally square integrable.
This leads to the question of whether such a map which is also a
~'\I\~
criticalAof the energy does in fact satisfy a meaningful equation
T(¢) = O. The best result in this direction is due to Hildebrandt.
1.5. PROPOSITION
Suppose ~:(M,g) ~ (N,h) is continuous and possesses square
integrable distributional derivatives. If ¢ is a critical point
coof the energy E( ,M') for all M' cc M then ~ is smooth (C ) and
satisfies the equation T(~) = O.
(d) Compositions.
It is not true in general that the composition of two
harmonic maps is harmonic.
-5-
1.6. PROPOSITION [8]
Suppose ~:M ~ N, ~:N ~ P are maps of Riemannian manifolds
then
T(~O~) = d~(T(~» + Trace Vd~(d~,d~).
1.7. DEFINITION
A map ~:(M,g) ~ (N,h) is called totaLLy geodesia if it
satisfies the identity V~d~= O. Such maps carry geodesics of M
linearly into geodesics of N.
1f: For maps from product manifolds it is a simple calculation
to show the following holds.
1. 9 PROPOSITION
1 2If ~:M x M ~ M is a map from a Riemannian product into
some Riemannian manifold then
where T1(~),T2(~) have the obvious meanings.
Finally, for maps into submanifolds.
1.10 PROPOSITION [~]
Suppose N~ P is a submanifold and ~:M ~ N. If ~ denotes
the composition ~:M -~->N~ P, then ~ is harmonic <=>T(~).I. N.
* \.ca. ?~Of>OS\T\O~ C;]
If ~: M -=- N ~~ '*"o."W\o",'\Co Qf\~ t·, N -'> P \5 io+o\~
~Q.Odes·\c. ~"-'" ~ ~: t"\ ~ f ',s "'o.(~~c...
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CHAPTER 2
THE COMPLEX CASE.
(a) Complex bundles
In order to fix notation and conventions a brief survey
of complex bundle theory is included.
2.1. DEFINITION
Suppose n:W + M is a vector bundle of even fibre dimension.
J'A aomplex struature S on W is a smooth sectionAof W* 9 W ~ M
(W* = dual bundle of W) which when regarded as an automorphism of
the fibres satisfies J2 =-id. Each fibre becomes a complex vector
space via the definition of multiplication by i = I=I as
iu = Ju for u ~ W. If W = TM then J is called an almost complex
structure on M and (M,J) is an almost complex manifold.
2.2. DEFINITION
Suppose (M,JM), (N,JN) are almost complex manifolds, A
differentiable map ¢:M ~ N is hoZomorphic if d¢ 0 JM = IN 0 d¢,
M Nand anti-hoZomorphia if d¢ 0 J = -J 0 d¢. A statement like
"¢> is ± holomorphic" will mean that ¢ is either holomorphic or
anti-holomorphic.
For example, the almost complex structure on ~ with
d' t 1 m ~coor lna es z ,...,z , z = x~ + iya is given by
and the equation d¢ 0 J = J 0 d¢ for a map ¢:~ + ~ is nothing
other than the Cauchy-Riem~ equations.
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A holomorphic chart on (M,J) is a locally defined holo-
morphic diffeomorphism onto some open set in ~, if every point
of M is contained in the domain of definition of just such a
chart, then J is said to be integrable and (M,J) is called a
complex manifold.
2.3. DEFINITION
A Hermitian metria k on a complex bundle (W,J) is a fibre
metric on W for which J is an isometry at each point of M.
Thus if u,v f; W , the fibre of W over p € M,p
k(u,v) = k(Ju,Jv).
Set W~ = W ~ ~ and extend J to act on W~ by complex
linearity and extend a by complex bilinearity. The eigenvalues
of J are ±i and the respective eigenspaces are denoted
WI,O WO,1 so that W~ = Wl,o $ WO,l. If a metric is defined,
on W~ by <u,v> = k(u,v) this decomposition becomes orthogonal.
It should be noted that W, wl,o, WO,l are all isomorphic as real
bundles via the maps
u~ 1-
~
(u-iJu) 1
12
(u+iJu)
which are in fact isometric in the fibres. The correspondence
on the right is called complex conjugation and in future will be
denoted by v -.....v
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In the case W = TM there is induced in T*M a complex structure,
still called J, whose ±i eigenspaces in T!M = T*M ~~ are denoted
If (M,J) is a complex manifold with some local co-by Tt OM, TO 1M., ,
di t 1 mor IDa e z , .•• ,ZI 1 ma basis of Tt OM is given by dz ,•..,dz and a,
-1 -mbasis of TO 1M by dz ,...,dz. A differential form on M is of,
type (p,q) if it is a sum of expressions of the form
i1
cp ( z) dz " .. "
i _j
dz P " dz 1 " .. -jq" dz
The collection of smooth differential forms of type (p,q) is
denoted by AP,q(M). For a complex vector bundle W over M there
is similarly defined AP,q(W), the space of W-valued (p,q) forms.
(b) Operators on complex bundles
The ideas of connection, exterior derivative etc. for real
bundles have their analogues in complex bundles.
2.4. DEFINITION
Suppose that (W,J,k) is a complex bundle together with a
Hermitian metric. A connection V on (W,J,k) will be called
Hermitian if
for X € A(T~M), cp l~ € A(~.
)
2.5. Example
If (TM,J,g) together with its Levi-Civita connection is
1 0under consideration then the complex bundle T ' M becomes
Hermitian connected via the complexification of V and the inner
product <u,v> = g(u,v). This is because if X € A(T~M) Y,Z € A(T1,out
then
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Similarly for the bundle ~*T~N if ~:M ~ N.
In the example just cited there can occur the condition
VJ = 0 which ensures that the Riemannian geometry and the complex
structure are intimately related. Such manifolds have a special
name.
2.6. DEFINITION
Suppose (M,J,g) is a complex manifold with Hermitian metric,
if VJ = 0 with respect to the Levi-Civita connection, then the
metric is called a K~hLer metria and (M,J,g) is called a K~hZer
manifoLd.
If (M,J,g) is KKhler and u ~ TM has unit length, the
holomorphio seationaL ourvature determined by u is the quantity
H(u) = R(u,Ju,u,Ju)
where R is the usual Riemann curvature. For u,v £ T M of unitx
length, the hoZomorphia biseationaL ourvature determined by u
and v is given by
H(u,v) = R(u,Ju,v,Jv).
An expression like HRiemM < A will mean that all holomorphic
Msectional curvatures are less than A, similarly HBRlem refers
to the holomorphlc bisectional curvatures.
The complex forms of these notions will be useful later, so
first extend ~ to be complex bilinear over TtM and extend V to
complex vector fields then:
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2.7. LEMMA
1 0If M is KUhler and u' ,v' € Tx' M are of unit length then
the expression R(u' ,v',u',v') is the holomorphic bisectional
curvature determined by the real parts of .QUiand .[j,.i.
Proof
According to paragrpah (a) u'and v'can be written
u' = 1/12(u - iJu), V' = 1/12(v - iJv) with u,v € T Mx
both of unit length. Using the symmetry properties of R
together with the identity R(W,X,Y,Z) = R(JW,JX,~Z)for all
W,X,Y,Z e A(TM) on a KKhler manifold (see [16,IiJ),theidentity
R(u',v' ,u',v') = R(u,v,u,v) + R(u,Jv,u,Jv) (1)
is easy to deduce. Now Bianchi's identity shows that
R(u,Ju,v,Jv) +R(u,v,Jv,Ju) + R(u,Jv,Ju,v) = o.
Rewriting this,R(u,v,Ju,Jv) - R(u,Jv,Ju,v) = R(u,Ju,v,Jv)
and applying J, R(u,v,U,v) + R(u,Jv,u,Jv) = R(u,Ju,v,J'v)
which, together with (1), furnishes the result.
2.8. COROLLARY
Under the same hypotheses on u' the expression R(u',u' ,u',u')
is the holomorphic sectional curvature determined by the real part
of rJ.u.'
Proof
Just put u' = v' in 2.7.
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Suppose now (M,J) is a complex manifold, the complex
structure of M induces a decomposition of the exterior derivative
on W valued forms according to the rule; if w £ AP,q(W)
d'w = (p+1,q) part of dw
d"w = (p,q+1) part of dw
so that dw = d'w + d"w.
Similarly, the codifferential becomes
d* = d*' + d·" .
The complex Laplacians are given by
6' = did.' + d*'d'
6" = d"d." + d*"d"
The following lemma will be of use.
2.9. LEMMA [34]
In the case that W is the trivial complex line bundle with
its usual flat connection and (M,J,g) is KKhler the relation
6' = 6" = ,6 holds.
That this is not the case for W an arbitrary holomorphic
bundle is shown in [ 5 ].
(c) A decomposition formula
In this section M,N will be complex manifolds whose complex
structures will both be denoted by J (it should be clear which
manifold is being referred to at any point). Let ~:M ~ N be a
map and extend its derivative by complex linearity to a map
d~~:T~M + T~N. This map has a decomposition as follows:
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d'4> :T1,OM + TeeM d
ee4> TeeN + T1 ,ON->
d"4> :TO, 1M -+ TeeM d
ee4> Ta:N -+ TO,1N-->
where the two maps on the left are inclusions and those on the
right are the natural projections onto the appropriate spaces.
Thus d'<I>E: A1,0(4)*T1,ON) and d"<I>f: A1,0(<I>*TO,lN), finally set
2 2
e'(¢) = Id'<1>1 , e"(¢) = Id"<I>I so that e(<I» = e'(<I» + e"(<I».
It should be noted that 4>is holomorphic if and only if e''(4)) = °
and anti-holomorphic if and only if e'(<I» = 0. The task now is
to calculate ile'(4)) and ile"(<I».
2 .1°. THEOREM l,f·~ \J
Suppose (M,g) is a KKhler manifold and that W is a Hermitian
connected bundle over M. If W E: A1,0(W) satisfies dw = 0, d*w = °
then
= IVwl2 +<S(w) ,w>
at each point of M. Here S(w) is given at p f M by
S(w)(u)
where (e1, .•• ,em) is an orthonormal basis of T~,OM, and the
summation convention has been used.
Proof
The idea of the proof is to derive an expression for
il'w and il"w in terms of curvature. To this end let p € M and
using the KKhler structure of M find a holomorphic normal
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coordinate system (zl, ... ,Zm) centred at p. Let E. be the
J
vector field given in these coordinates by Ej = a/ozj Then
(i) {E.}m is othonormal at p
J j=l
(ii) 'liE E. = 0 at p
i J
(iii) [E. ,E.] = 0 in their domain of definition.
1. J
(iv) = 'IIE.Ej = 0 throughout their domain of definition·
1.
Finally, let e
j
denote the value of Ej at p.
To begin, (d*'d'(J) (e.) = -('11- d'w)(e ,e.) (summation convention)p 1 es s 1
by (ii) and (iv)
stOn the other hand, set gst = g(Es,Et) and let g denote its
inverse matrix. Then
= -('VE.'VE w)(es) by (ii)
1 s
(st) 0 and gst __and because ei g = \Sst at p by (1).
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but (iii) shows that this can be written
(1)
In a similar vein
(d*"d"w)(e.) = -(V d"w)(e ,e.)
1 es s 1
= _VW d"w(E E.)e s' 1s
by (ii) and (iv)
= _VW «VWE- w)(E.) - (VE.w)(Es» by (ii),(iii) and (iv)es s 1 1
by (ii) and because w is of
type (1,0)
while d*"W is of type (1,-1) which is just another way of saying
it is zero. Hence d"d*"W = 0 and
(2)
The second step of the proof is to write, according to 2.9,
+ <VE w.IJE w>s s
= - <tlw,w> - <w,t."w> + IVwl2 +<5(w),w> (3)
using (1) and (2).
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The hypotheses dw = 0, d*w = 0 imply that t:.'w = t:."w = 0
= IVwI2+ <S(w)w> at p, but p was chosen arbitrarily
so the theorem is proved.
2.11. COROLLARY ~J
Suppose ~:M ~ N is a harmonic map of KKhler manifolds then,
keeping the notation of the theorem,
(4)
Proof
As was noted in 1.3 the equation for a harmonic map is
d*d~ = 0, so all the more so d*d'~ = d*d"~ = 0, while a local
calculation shows that dde = 0 and thus dd'~ = dd"~ = O.
Consequently d'~ E A1,O(~*T1'ON) and d"cp E: A1,O~<II"TO,lN)satisfy
the conditions of the theorem and the corollary can be read off
immediately.
These formulae are particularly useful in the case that
~ is ± holomorphic for then they simplify further.
2.12. PROPOSITION
If cp:M+ N is a holomorphic mapping between KKhler manifolds
then
-16-
~ M N ----tse (<I» =ilvd <1>1+ Ricci (d <I>,d<I»-R (d 4>(es)' d<l>(e.),d<l>(e), d(p(e.»1 s 1
and if RicciM ~ 0 and HBRiemN ~ 0 then e(<I» is subharmonic. If
M has complex dimension 1 then HBRiemN ~ 0 may be replaced by
HRiemN ~ O.
Proof.
Since 4>is aholomorphic map between Klthler manifolds it is
harmonic [ ~ ] and also e"(<I» = O. Thus e'(<I»=e(<I» and henceforth
the primes will be dropped.
Because <I>is holomorphic, d4> preserves the type of vectors i.e.
= d'<I>(e.)
1
and d<p(e ) = d<l>(e)s s
Putting together these facts with the formula for ~e'(<p) gives
2 M -!6e(<p) = IVd<P1 + <d<p(R (e ,e.)e ,d<p(e.»s 1 s 1
- RN(d <p(e ),d<l>(e.),d<p(es),d<p(e.».s 1 1 (6)
The last term is a sum of terms of the form _RN(u',v' ,ut ,v') and
by 2.7 and h;pothesis is non-negative.
If M has complex dimension 1 there is only one term with u' = VI
then 2.8 applies. As for the second term:
Claim
A R· .M BIf ~ 1CC1 ~ ,i.e. all eigenvalues of the Ricci trans-
formation of M lies between these limits then
-17-
Ae(~) ~ <d~(RM(e ,e.)e ,d~(e.» ~ Be(~).SIS 1
Which fact concludes the proof that ~e(~) ~ o.
There remains to prove the claim. To this end let {E.}m now
1 i=1
denote an orthonormal (l,O)frame field in a neighbourhood of p
and let {wi}~=1 be the dual coframe field. Set d~ = ~k wk so
that ~k is a locally defined section of ~*Tl,ON. Also set
R.
= R-. EnSIS N so that RiCCiM(E.,E.) =1 J = R-:-.IJ
Thus <d~(RM(e ,e.)e ,d~(eI.» = <~n R- R.SIS N sis
= <~n R- , ~. >"" isis 1
= <If.. R
"'£ 'ii' ~.>1
Consequently A s RicciM S B implies that
B<~. J~.>
1 1
or otherwise said Ae(~) s <d~(RM(e ,e.)e\,d~(e » s Be(~).s 1 ~ i
This c0rollary is the basis of results like the following.
-18-
2.13. PROPOSITION C~C)
Suppose <P:M ~ N is a holomorphic mapping between Ktthler
manifolds with M compact. If RieciM ~ 0 and is not identically
zero and HBRiemN ~ 0 then ~ is constant. If M has complex
dimension 1 this last condition can be replaced by HRiemN ~ O.
Proof
By the Corollary e(~) is subharmonic and because M is
compact the maximum principle for ~ forces e(~) to be constant,
and hence harmonic. Thus all terms in (4) being non-negative
must vanish. However if RicciM > 0 at some point the proof of
2.13 shows that at this point e(~) = 0, By its constancy
e(~) = 0 and so ~ is constant.
(d) Complex dimension one
In this section M and N both have complex dimension one
and ~:(M,g) ~ (N,h) is harmonic. In this case formulae (4) and
(5) can be written in another form. Let~, KN denote the
indicated Gaussian curvature, then
!~e'(~) = lV'd'~12 + ~e'(~)
!~e"(~)= lV'd"~12 + KMe"(~)
(~*~)e'(~)Jep
(ep*KN)e\I( ~)Jep
(7)
(8)
where Jep is the Jacobian of epand is given by Jep= e'(ep) - e"(ep).
The following is also given in [27,29]
-19-
2.14. PROPOSITION
Away from the zer-csof e '(CP) and e"(cp) respectively
f1 log el (CP) = 2KM 2(CP*KN)J <f>
t. log e"(<f» = 2KM + 2(<f>*~)J<f>
(9)
(10)
Proof
Choose local complex orthonormal frame fields on M and N
and denote the components of the various covariant derivatives
of cP with respect to these frames bYCPe= (~e) etc. Then
2el(cp) = ICPel = (11)
(12)
.
5\(',' •.'2, the harmonic equations read CPea = CPit • (13)
Thus 6 log e I (CP) = 2(log e' (CP» ee by 2.9,
Se I (~) 2e' ( cP ) eel (cP ) a= el(cp) (e'(cp»2
lV'd'pI2
12 221<1>eelcpele
+ 2KM_2(CP*~)J=
e'(<p) (e'(<p»2 <f>
by (7) and (11)
=( IV'd'~12 2 cP e e ¢a~ee<P e + 2KM_2(CP*~)J- )
el(cp) (e'(cp»2 <f>
using (13)
by (11), (12).
The calculation of 6 log e"(<f» is completely parallel.
-20-
As mentioned before these formulae are given in [27, 29]
where significant use is made of them in the case that N has non-
positive curvature. There follows, here, an application of them
to the case when N has constant positive curvature.
223Consider a map CP:M~ Sl' where Sr = {x E:m; [x ] = r}
1carries its induced metric of constant curvature-2 and let ~
r
denote the composi tion ~:M _CP_>S~4- m3• Then by 1.9 4> is harmonic
if and only if ~~ ~ S~, otherwise said this means that there
exists a function A,M ~m such that ~~ = -A~ on M.
2.15. DEFINITION
A map CP:M~ S~ is called a eigenmap if there exists a
constant A such that ~~ = -A~, A is called the eigenvatue of 4> •
.Note that an eigenmap is necessarily harmonic.
The following is quo ted from [6J.
2.16. THEOREl(
Suppose that 11 is homeomorphic to S2 and that cp,'~.t '~3 are
three first eigenfunctions such that their square s~m is
constant. Then 11 is actually isometric to a sphere with
constant sectional curvature.
Cheng's proof proceeds by deriving an estimate for the
first eigenvalue and then applying a result of J. Hersch con-
cerning this estimate. However, using the method of harmonic
maps all this can be dispemed with and in fact a better result
can be proved along the lines that the eigenfunctions themselves
generate the required isometry.
-21-
2 .17 . THEOREM
Suppose (M,g) is a Riemannian 2-manifold of genus zero
which admits an eigenmap ¢:M ~ S~, with eigenvalue A f 0. Then
"-the map m ~ ~(m) = I2/A ~(m) furnishes an isometry between
(M,g) and the Euclidean sphere of radius I2/A.
The proof of this result is divided into a series of lemmas.
Lemma A (j,l]
If h denotes the metric on S~ induced from its embedding
in E3 then ¢*h = pg where p:M ~m is non-negative, in fact
2
p = Id¢ I .
Proof
First note that (M,g) admits a unique complex structure
which is compatible both with g and with some chosen orientation
of M this is the content of the existence of isothermal,
j'araIll2ters.Wi th respect to this complex structure decompose
~*h = (¢*h)2,O + (¢*h)l,l + (¢*h)2,O .
Using the notation of 2.14 and denoting the dual coframe field
on M by to , (¢*h)2,O = ¢e ~e w2 (14)
However (¢e ~e) = ¢e~ ~e + ¢e ~ee = ° by the harmonic
IT
equations (13) so (¢*h)2,O is a holomorphic quadratic differential
on the Riemann sphere and hence is identically zero.
1 1 2 a - 2 2Thus ¢*h = (¢*h)' = (I¢el + I¢el) w w = (I¢el + I¢~I )g
which proves the lemma.
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Lemma B
The function p is a non-zero constant.
Proof
Since 1~12 = 1 on M the following equation holds
However, ~ is an eigenmap so ~~ = -A~ and thus Id~12 = A,
together with Lemma A this proves Lemma B.
2Now construct a complex structure on S1 as for M.
82. + hThe map ~:M ~ 1 1S - holomorp ic.
Proof
From (11), (14) and the fact that (~*h)2.0 = 0 it is clear
that at every point of M either e'(~) = 0 or e"(~) = O. Let
Z' be the set on which e'(~) = 0 and Z" that on which e"(~) = 0,
and assume both are non-empty. Then
(a ) M = Z' u Z"
Cb) Z' and Z" are both closed
(c) Z' n Z" = {m E M; Id~l!= OL
By Lemma B Z' n Z" = C/J so M = Z' u Z" provld~ a decomposition
of M into closed sets contradicting the connectivity of M. Thus
one of Z' and Z" is empty showing that ~ is ± holomorphic.
By changing the orientation on M if necessary ~t may be
assumed that ~ is holomorphic.
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Lemma D.
~ is a diffeomorphism.
Proof.
By using the fact that e'(¢) = e(~) = J(~) = A/2, formula
(9) reads
Integrating this formula and applying the Gauss-Bonnet theorem
yields the fact that the Brower degree of ~ is 1. But d~ always
has rank 2 to ~ is a diffeomorphism.
~ ~To complete the proof, let $ be related to • as $ is to ~ and
let h denote the metric on the spl~cre of radius (2/A in n3 induced
~by that embedding. It is clear that $ is a diffeomorphism and
~ ~that there exists a function ~ such that $*h = ~g. There remains
to determine the function. On one hand e(~) =~/~(~) = 1 and
~ ~ ~on the other e(~) = i trace ~*h = i trace ~g)therefore ~ - 1
~and so ¢ is an isometry.
Remark
There is an alternative proof of Lemma D using facts about
covering spaces as opposed to integral formulae.
Indeed, the fact J($) = Aj2 shows that $ is a covering map
and the simple connectivity of S2 forces it to be a diffeomorphism.
In this way Theorem 2.17 and its Corollary 2.16 become
transparent to a topologist.
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CHAPTER 3
NON COMPACT DOMAINS
Putting aside the question of the existence of harmonic
mappings from non-compact domains there remain two basic questions
to be asked. Supposing such a mapping exists, can it have finite
energy without reducing to a constant? Secondly, with reasonable
conditions on the map can we say that its energy density is
bounded and thus derive some geometric property of the map?
This second question leads to a generalisation of the classical
Schwarz lemma of complex variable theory.
(a) Dilatation
As usual let (M,g), (N,h) denote two Riemannian manifolds
and ~:M ~ N any smooth mapping. Let p £ M and consider (~*h) .
p
This is a symmetric non-negative bilinear form on T M and canp
thus be put in the form (~*h)
p =
m
1: A. w. ia w., where wI' •.. ,W m
i=1 1 1 1
is an orthonormal basis of T~M, and Al ~ A2 ~ ••• ~ A ~ O.
m
3.1. DEFINITION
The dilatation of ~ at p is the quantity (A1/A2)t provided
the rank of ~ at p is at least 2. The map ~:M ~ N has dilatation
.l.
bounded by K if either d~(p) = 0 or (A1/A2)~s K at all points of
M. Such a map has no point of rank 1.
The following will be of use later on.
Suppose ~:(M,g) ~ (N,h) has dilatation bounded by K and that
its rank at each point of M is at most equal to k , If A2d<P
denotes the induced map on 2-vectors then Id<P12 s kK IA2d<Pl.
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Proof
2First note that Id~1 =
m
L
i=1
A.a
and IA2d~ I2 = E AiAj .
i<j
m
Thus L A. k Al k A1 Ai=1 l. k(-1:. )!
A. A'.)!
s !
:S; i :S; :S; kK.( L ( E -.Aj) (A1A2) A2i<j l. J i<j
3 •~. LEMMA C'\'\]
If (M,g), (N,h) are Hermitian and ~:M * N is holomorphic
then it has dilatation bounded by 1.
Proof
Let p € M, there is no loss in assuming d~(p) 'f o. Suppose
2m
(<P*h) = E A. w. e w. with Al 2! A2 2! ... ~ A2m 2! o. Let e.p i=l l. 1 1 ].
be the vector dual to w. so that {e1,··· ,e2m} is an orthonormall.
basis of T M. The hypothesis that <p is holomorphic implies thatp
(1)
Now Je1 is orthogonal to e1 so it is a linear combination of
2m 2m 2
{e2, ...,e2m}, thus Je1 = E ~ .•e. with L ~i = 1.i=2 1 l. i=2
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2m 2However <p*h(Je1,Je1) = I: ~i <p*h(e.,e.)i=2 1 1
2m 2= E ~i Aii=2
2m 2s I: ~i ~i=2
= A2
Coupled with (1) this gives A1 = <p*h(Je1,Je2) s A2, but by
assumption A2 s A1 so the equality A1 = "2 holds as required.
(b) Bounds for the derivative
In this section the main resuit on harmonic maps of bounded
dilatation is proved. The first proposition dispenses with the
case of a compact domain.
3.4. PROPOSITION ~oJ
Let (M,g), (N,h) be Riemannian manifolds and suppose that
there exist constants A ~ 0, B > 0 such that RicciM ~ -A and
RiemN $ -B. Suppose that <p:M ~ N is a harmonic mapping of
dilatation bounded by K. If Id<P12attains its maximum on M
then it satisfies the inequality
Id<P12 $
k2K2 A
-2- B
where k is a bound for the rank of <p on M.
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Proof
The proof is based on the following differential inequality
of Eells-Sampson [H ]
whose repeated vectors indicate a trace is to be taken. By
hypotheses and Lemma 3.3
Now let p € M be a point at which Id¢12 attains its maximum,
2then ~ld¢1 $ 0 at p and this together with (2), (3), (4) gives
this estimate holds at a maximum
Id¢ I2 s k
2
2
K2
of Id¢12 then
AlB, but ifRearranging this shows that at p
it holds everywhere
on M.
The above result has the major drawback of the need for
the assumption that Id¢12 actually attains its maximum and it
is this which will be removed in due course, the idea is to use
the following minimum principle of Omori-Yau.
3.5. MINIMUM PRINCIPLE [36]
Let (M,g) be a complete Riemannian manifold whose Ricci
curvature is bounded below and let f:M ~ R be a C2 function which
is bounded below. Then for any £ > 0 there exists a point p € M
such that at p.
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(i) Idf I 2 < £
(ii) ~f > - E
(iii) f < inf.f + E.
What this principle says is that there exists a sequence
of points of M along which the function f tends to its
minimum and moreover its first and second derivatives are
behaving as if these points were approaching a true minimum of
f.
As indicated above this principle lies at the heart of the
main result which follows. The idea of the proof is due to
Yau [ JO], the result has been proved independently in [10].
3.6. THEOREM
Let (M,g), (N,h) be Riemannian manifolds with the following
properties:
(a) and Rl.'CCl.'M >M is complete - -A, some A ~ 0
(b) RiemN ~ -B some B > O.
If ¢:M ~ N is a harmonic map of dilatation bounded by K
and rank bounded by k then
A
B
In particular if A = 0 ¢ must be constant.
Proof
By (2), (3), (4) of Proposition 3.4.
(5)
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Writing P( Id~12) for the quantity on the right, the aim of the
proof is to show that P( Id~12) ~ o.
2Let c > 0 be an arbitrary but fixed constant, Id~1 + c
has a smooth square root and the function f = (ld~12 + c)-l is
smooth and positive. At the centre of a system of normal
coordinates
2 m I Cl Id~ 1212Idfl = r
i=1 ~
4(ld~12 + C)3
61dp~2 3 m I a Id~ 12126.f - - +
4(ld~12+C)5/2
r
2{ Id~1 +C)3/2 i=1 ~
so 6f = 6.ldp~2 + 31dfl
2
- 2( Id~1 +c)3/2 f
and from (5)
llf + (6)
and this holds everywhere on M.
Since f is bounded below the maximum principle 3.5 can be
applied. Let E > 0 and find p E M so that at p
6.f> - E
f < inf f + E.
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s c(inf f + e) + 3£ (7)
Now let e -+ 0 so that f -+ inf f and Id<P12 -+ sup Id<P12. If
Id<P12 is unbounded then P(ld<P~2) -+ 2B contradicting (7),
(ld<P1 +c)2 k2K2
2hence Id<P1 is bounded. A glance at (7) now reveals that
2P(supld<P1 ) s 0, and from the definition of P this means
-A sup Id<P12 + 2B
~
2 k2K2 Agiving supld<P1 s -:r- B as required.
A corollary of this result will be needed in a latwsection.
3.7. COROLLARY
A complete Ktthler manifold of non-negative Ricci curvature
admi ts no non-constant bounded holomorphic functions.
Proof
Let M be such a mani fold and 4l:M -+ (£ bounded and holomorphic.
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that 1<p1 < 1 so
that <Pmaps M into the disc D = {z £ <£; Izi < 1} with its Poincar~
metric of constant negative curvature. Since the holomorphic map
<p:M -+ D is harmonic with dilatation bounded by 1, the theorem
implies it is constant.
j.8. COROLLARY ["'\<.]
Suppose (M,g) is a complete, simply connected Riemannian
2-manifold with non-negative curvature, then (M,g) admits no
bounded harmonic functions.
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Proof
Suppose u:M ~ R is bounded and harmonic, its conjugate
harmonic function v is defined as follows. Let Xo € M, then
v(x) = J *du
[xo,x]
where [x ,x] is any piecewise smooth patho
from x to x and * is the Hodge star operator, another choice
o
of x alters v(x) by a constant. The function w =u+iv iso
holomorphic and maps M to a strip -L < Re w < L in the complex
plane, call this strip S. By Riemann's mapping theorem there
exists a holomorphic diffeomorphism f:S ~ D and so by 3.7 the
composition M ~ S
m ~w(m)
~ D
~f(w(m»
is constant thus u is constant.
Having seen that Theorem 3.6 implies some vanishing theorems
it is interesting to verify that it generalises the classical
Schwarz lemma in the formulation given by Ahlfors.
3.9. COROLLARY
A holomorphic map ¢:D ~ D satisfies
Ip'(z)1
I 21- ¢(z)1
1
2l-lzl
where Iwl indicates the norm of the complex number w.
Proof
The Poincar~ metric on D is given by the expression
2 2
dx +dy. with z = x+iy. An application of the Cauchy-Riemann
(1_lzI2)2
equations to ¢ yields
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e(4)) = (1_lzI2)2
(1_14>(z)12)2
(8)
However, Theorem 3.6 with K = 1, k = 2, A = B shows
that
which, together with (8) proves the result.
(c) The complex case
In this section the aspects of the theory which concern
only those harmonic maps which are holomorphic are discussed.
The final result is that of Yau [35] the original proof of
which inspired the proof of Theorem 3.6.
3 . 10 THEOREM
Let (M,g) be a complete Ktthler manifold with RicciM ~ -A,
some A ~ 0, and (N,g) another KKhler manifold with HBRiemN ~ -B,
B > O. If 4>:M ~ N is holomorphic then
In particular if A = 0 4>is constant.
Proof.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.6 with the
exception that the starting point is the following inequality
deduced from (6), Proposition 2.12,
M -~ <d<t>(R(es,ei)es,d4>(ei»
N ....--.----R (d<t>(es),d4>(ei),d4>(es),d<t>(ei»
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with the notation, as in Proposition 2.12, {el' ...,em} is an
orthonormal frame in T1,Oy. The analoguesto (3) and (4) of
this chapter are
which have been deduced in the proof of Proposition 2.12. Con-
sequently
2 2Aand the proof continues as before to obtain Id~1 S If .
Remark
If M has complex dimension 1 the hypothesis HBRiemN S -B
can be replaced by HRiemN S -B exactly as in Chapter 2.
(d) Is Energy finite?
Returning now to the questions posed at the beginning of
this chapter, let us consider the question of what sort of
conditions on the manifolds and a harmonic map ~ between them
force this map to have infinite energy. One theorem in this
vein is due to Schoen-Yau [28 ].
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3.11. THEOREM
Suppose (M,g) is a complete Riemannian manifold with
RicciM ~ 0 and (N,h) a Riemannian manifold with RiemN s O. If
¢:(M,g) ~ (N,h) is harmonic with E(~) < 00 then ~ is constant.
As suggested above this theorem is essentially proved in
~H]. Another theorem in this direction is given in [9 ].
L t Sn d t th 't h . nn+1e eno e e un1 n-sp ere 1n .
3.12. THEOREM
Suppose ~:Rm + Sn is harmonic and m ~ 3. If E(~) < 00 then
¢ is constant.
This will be proved later on as part of a more general
theoremo
mNoting that R has non-negative Ricci curvature it is
tempting to ask whether the condition RiemN s 0 in Theorem 3.11
is really necessary, the answer is affirmative according to the
following example.
3.13. Example
The aim of this example is to show the existence of a
complete, non-compact manifold M with RiCCiM ~ 0 and a finite
energy harmonic map ~:M ~ S2 which is not a constant map. Note
that S2 = N violates the condition RiemN s O.
The starting point of the example is a parabaloid of
revolution P.
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For example P would be the set of points
22232{(ax,ay,a (x + y » £ m ; (x,y) € E , a > o}. As has been
observed in the previous chapter the surface P has an induced
conformal. structure.
Lemma A.
P admits a holomorphic diffeomorphism u:P + ~.
Proof
Either by a direct calculation or by inspecting the picture
it is easy to see that P has positive curvature and is complete
so by 3.7 it admits no bounded holomorphic functions. On the
other hand by the uniformization t~:.~oremfor simplY connected
Riemann surfaces, P admits a holomorphic diffeomorphism onto
either the unit disc or the whole complex plane. The reasoning
above has precluded the first possibility.
The next step is to find a non-constant, finite energy
harmonic map ~:~ + ~ and to use u of Lemma A to pull it back
to P as a map with the same properties.
Lemma B. ('6]
Let (M,g), (Mt ,g') and (N,h) be Riemannian manifolds with
dimension M = dimension Mt = 2. If V cc Mt and u:V + M is a
holomorphic diffeomorphism onto its image then
E(llJ oU,V) = E(~,u(,,»
for any smooth mapping 1lJ:M + N.
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Proof
As U is holomorphic 3.2 shows that u*g = pg' for some
positive fUnction p, since u is a diffeomorphism it is strictly
positive. A calculation shows that
e(ljJou) = i<d(ljJou),d(ljJo'u» = pe(IjJ}0 U = J~e(IjJ} 0 u)
and so
E(1lJoU),V) = fve(1jJ oU)dvg = Jve(IjJ}0 u.Judvg
= J u*(e(IjJ}dv ) = J e(ljJ)dv = E(IjJ,u(V}}.V g u(V) g
As a consequence of this lemma if 1jJ:~ -+ S2is harmonic then
IjJ 0 u:P -+ ~ is also harmonic and E(IjJ) = E(1jJ o u ),
Lemma C.
2 2The harmonic maps IjJ:S -+ S are all given in complex
-coordinates z by rational expressions in z or z.
This has essentially been established in Lemma A of Theorem
2.17, the complete details may be found in [ 18 ] .
To continue with the example, let IjJ:S2 -+ S2 be one of the
non-constant holomorphic harmonic maps provided by Lemma C and
writing S2:~ u {oo} let IjJ also denote the restriction 1lJ:~ -+ S2.
Then by the remark following Lemma B the
~ u IjJ 2 ~composition $:P ---> ~ ---->s is harmonic with E(~) = E(IjJ) < 00.
Now let (X,k) be any complete Riemannian manifold with the
properties RicciX ~ 0, Vol(X) = Ix dVk < ~ (for example any
irreducible symmetric space of compact type will do [l~I~)Jand
define
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<p:PxX -+ 82
IV
by <p (p,x) = <P(p), then
= 0 + 0 by construction.
Thus <p is harmonic with respect to the product metrica
(ii) E($) = J e($)(p,x)dv Advh =PxX g J e<~)<p)dv Advh since ¢ isPxX g
constant in X
= f <f e<~)dv )dvh by Fubini's theoremX p g
= JXE<~)dVh = Vol<X)E(~) < ~.
Thus <p has finite energYa
(iii) If M = pxX,RicCiM > 0, the standard calculation is
omittede
(iv) M is complete.
According to (i) - (~) ¢:M + 82 realises the aim of the
example.
Remark
Note that as ¢ is holomorphic in one variable and constant
in the other it has dilatation bounded by 1 so the situa tion is in
no way altered by requiring the map to have bounded dilatation.
This example brings to light several points. Firstly, it
shows that Theorems 3.11 and 3.12 are independent of each other,
i.e. there is no wider theorem embracing them both. Secondly,
the construction of the example itself indicates the key to the
hypothesis in Theorem 3.12 that dim M ~ 3,which is the conformal
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invariance of the energy in 2 dimensions as in Lemma B. A result
similar to 3.12 and also taking advantage of the non-invariance
of the energy under conformal transformation in dimensions higher
than 2 will be introduced, but first some defintions are needed.
Suppose that M
g= f2(x)~ (dxi) 2
i=1
is an open disc neighbourhood of 0 in Em and
that is a Riemannian metric on M which is a con-
formal deformation of the standard flat metric. Denote by r the
.. ( ~ (xi) 2) !.Euclidean dlstance functl0n centred at 0, i.e. r(x) = ~
i=1
Sr is the sphere of radius r and centre 0 and ar will denote its
second fundamental form in (M,g) as in [ 16, II p.10-12]. Define
a vector field H on M by
Hx = _!_ Trace(a )m-1 r x = mean ':-,l1J"vaturenormal of Sr at x
3.14. PROPOSITION
1 -2Hx = - r (1 + r a / arlo g f) f (x) a / ar .
Proof
2Considering S as a level hypersurface of r :M ~m, withr
V 2rN = 2 2 it is easy to see that
IVr I
2 2
V r .N. (9)
2 2Let x € Sr be the point (r,O, ...,O), then V r is calculated
kat x. Let r .. be the components of the Levi-Civita connectionlJ
k -1associated to g, so rij = f (fi 0jk + fj~ik - fkoij) the subscripts
denoting differentation. By definition
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and evaluating at x
2 2 i i av r (a/ax, a/ax) = 2(1 + r ar log f(x» for i = 2, ... ,m (10)
1
A simple calculation shows that Nx = 2r a/ a r
-1 / i}mand that {f (x ) a ax i=2
is an orthonormal basis of T S , so thatx r
1 f-2t )H = ---1 Trace(a) =xx m- r x m- mEi=2
-2= -f (x)
m-l
m
E (1 + r a/or log f(x» o/ar
i=2
by (9), (10)
= 1 (1 + r ~ log f(X»f-2(x) a/orr ar
and the result holds at (r,O, ... ,0). To obtain the result at
arbitrary XES one need only remark on the symmetry of ther
divided expression for H with respect to the transitive actionx
of Oem) on S •
r
3 .15 . COROLLARY
1 + r alar log f ~ ° on M if and only if H is never pointing
away from 0. Moreover H is not identically zero.
Proof.
The first statement follows directly from the proposition.
For the second, SUppose to the contrary that 1 + r alar log f = 0
on M, then alar log rf(x) = 0, integration yields f(x) = £ ,where
r
C depends only on I~I' which is absurd.
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Now let a denote the volume form of ther
and set VCr) = Is Or = V01(Sr)·
r
induced Riemannian
metric on Sr
Another characterisation of 1 + r a/dr log f ~ 0 is given.
3.16. PROPOSITION
If 1 + r;r log f ~ 0 on M then V is a non-decreasing
function of r.
Proof
Let wr denote the Euclidean volume element on Sr so that
°r
m-l= f w,
r
and VCr) = I fm-lw.
S r
r
A change of variables gives
J
m-1 m-1VCr) = f (rx)r w1.
Sl
Thus V'er)
= (m-1) Is r-1(1 + r a/or log f)Wr
r
and the result is proved since m - 1 ~ O.
Remark
This proposition could equally well have been deduced from
the first variation formula for area given in [3~ ] and the fact
that g(H,-r a/or) = 1 + r a/or log f everywhere on M.
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3.17. DEFINITION
Letting mn denote real m-dimensional space and DID the open
unit disc entered at 0 a Riemannian metric g on mm will be said
to be of type A if
(A) 2g = f (x)x
m i 2
L (dx) and H is never pointing away from O.
i=1
'VA Riemannian metric g on Dm will be said to be of type B if
(B) i.e. f(x) depends only on the distance
Jl "'m-2 '"of x from 0 , 0 f (r)dr = 00 and H is never pointing away from 01
IVH is the vector field corresponding to g as H corresponds to g.
Finally, if g = f2(x)x ~ (dXi)2 is another metric on D
m, say that
i=1
'"g dominates a metric of type B if there exists a metric g, as above,
of type B such that at each point of Dm g(H,-r ajar) ~ g(i,-r ajar).
By the remark following 3.16 this is equivalent to
'"1 + raja log f ~ 1 + r ajar log f at every point of Dm.
3.18. Examples
(1) The flat Euclidean metric is an example of a metric of type
A on mm.
(2)
m
The metric L
i=1
is an example of a metric type B
on Dm whenever m ~ 3. It is a model for a metric of constant
negative sectional curvature, in fact its sectional curvature are
all -4.
Notice that both these metrics are complete.
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The main theorem of this section is the following. A form
W E Al(W) is of class L2 if J Iwl2 dr < 00. Recall that if
M g
¢:M ~ N is harmonic then d¢ E Af(¢*TN) satisfies d(d¢) = 0
d*(d¢) = 0 and ¢ has E(¢) < 00 if and only if d¢ is of class L2.
3019. THEOREM
Suppose that (M,g) is a Riemannian manifold of one of the
following types
(a)
Cb)
mM = m , m ~ 3 and g is of type A
M = Dm and g dominates a metric of type B.
If W is a Riemannian vector bundle over M then any 1-form
A'(W) which is of class L2 and satisfies dw = 0, d*w = 0W E
must vanish identically.
Remarks
The metric in question is not necessarily complete. Indeed,
in the case of a metric of type B on Dm the exponential map at °
J
l 'V
is defined on the whole of T Dm if and only if f(r)dr = 00
o 0
Secondly note the lack of curvature hypotheses on W.
Thirdly, note that the hypotheses imply that m 1 2. The proof
of 3.19 will be given after a contrasting example. It has been
hinted,and is indeed the case, that the heart of the theorem is
the fact that in dimensions unequal to 2 the energy integral and
L2 norm of a I-form are changed under conformal deformation of
the domain. Thus the following may come as a surprise.
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3.20. PROPOSITION
2Suppose that ill = ~ carries its standard flat metric and
that ¢ :1R2-+]R2 is harmonic. If E(¢) < 00 then <I> is constant.
Proof
Step 1, P is ± holomorphic
Set h = flat metric on ]R2. Then using the indicated
complex structure
¢*h = (¢*h)2,0 + (¢*h)l,l + (¢*h)2,O
2 0As in Lemma A of Theorem 2.17 (¢*h)' is a holomorphic quadradic
2differential on]R and in fact
¢*h 2= ¢z ~z dz .
To show that this vanishes the following inequality is used
= J e(¢)dxdy = E(¢) < ~ •
]R2
Thus the holomorphic function ¢z~z is of class L2 on the whole
plane so it vanishes by Liouville's theorem. Consequently
¢*h = (¢*h)l,l = 2p h.
But it is classical that the harmonic map <I> has isolated critical
points so the argument of Lemma C of 2.17 shows that <I> is ± holo-
morphic.
Step 2, 4 is constant
Without loss of generality assume that ¢ is holomorphic and
2so ¢z = 0 on]R. Then, ¢z being the derivative of a holomorphic
function, is itself holomorphic, so
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dxdy = J e(~)dxdy = E(¢) < 00
lR
and ¢ vanishes. Thus d~ ~ 0 and ¢ is constant.z
The fact is that this result holds because of the nature of
the metric on the range space, it has nothing to do with that on
the domain. Indeed in Example 3.13 a non-constant harmonic map
lR2 f La t -+-]R2 h¢: ,a ,
where h has constant positive curvature has been
constructed.
The proof of this theorem follows in the form of a calculation
the most important idea of which is the calculation of the first
variation of a certain integral by two different methods. On one
hand Green's theorem is used while on the other a direct cal-
culation is made. For the second method a preparatory lemma is
needed.
3.21. LEMMA
Suppose G :E.ffi x lR ...lR is smooth. If 0 ,S denote the discr r
and sphere of radius r in lRm and w denotes the Euclidean volume
r
element on S , thenr
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d
dt J G(x,t)dx
DtR t=l
= R J G(x,l)wR + J ~~ (X,t)dxl
SR DR t=l
(11)
Proof
First set f(r,t) J G(x,t)w, f(O,O) = O.S r
r
Then
d
dt f: f(r,t)dr =
t=l
d
dt J1 f(ts,t)tdsl
o t=l
fo1 s· af J1 af [1= 6S (s,l)dr + ar(s,t)ds + 0 f(s,l)dso t=l
= J: :s (sf(s,l))ds + f: ~£ (s,t)ds
t=l
= f(l,l) + J
1
0 ~~ (r,t)dr t=l
(12)
By changing variables
d~ J G(X,t)dXi
DtR t=l
= d Jt (J G(Ry,t)Rffiwr)drl
dt 0 S t=l
r
= Rm f G(Ry,l)w1 + J: Rm(J ~~
Sl
= R J G(x,l)wR + J ;t G(x,t)dX\ .SR DR t=l
(Ry,t)w )drl by (12)
r t=l
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It will be useful to know later on that a non-zero harmonic
I-form cannot vanish on an open set. This follows from the unique
continuation theorem of Aronszajn [ 3 ] which may be stated as
follows. Let A be a linear elliptic second order differential
n 1 roperator defined on a domain U of •. Let u = (u ,...,u ) be
functions satisfying the inequalities
r
IAual ~ K {E IduSI
6=1 (13)
If u = 0 in a subdomain of U then u _ 0 in U.
3.22 PROPOSITIO~.
1Let W be a Riemannian vector bundle over M, and let w € A (W)
satisfy 6w = O. If w vanishes on ~'-open set then it vanishes on
M.
Proof
Let U be some open set of M over which W is trivialised by
the sections s1" ..,sr' Define the functions ua, 1 ~ a ~ r by
w = uas on U. Since w is harmonic the real form of Theorem 2.10,a
2given in [~1], shows that TrV w = Sew) where Sew) is linear in
wand depends only on the geometry of M and W. Then using the
2 a a a 2 aformula TrV us = (flu)s + u Tr'i7s + Tr(du .Vs ) it can bea a a a
seen that
th a 2 a= a component of ~ E u (S(s ) + TrV s )+Tr(du .Vs )}a a aa
in particular the ua satisfy (13) on any relatively compact set.
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ClSince w vanishes on an open set so do the u and hence they and
W, vanish on a slightly larger set. By the connectedness of M w
vanishes on M.
Let w be as in the theorem with w F 0, the aim is to show
that I Iwl2 dr =~.M g
To begin with w is embedded in a one parameter family of W-
valued l-forms as follows. Choose R > 0 so that BR c M and for
o < t < l/R set
Ixl < R
is parallel transport in
-1be any constant vector field and Tt
W along the straight line from tx to x.
where X is understood to
3.23. LEMMA
d w I - Vw(r alar).dt t t=l - (14)
Proof
It is well known that d~ T;l W(Xtx)1 t=l
= 'Vw w( X )
r'O/'Or
so that
d~ wtl (X) = w(X) + 'V~%rw(X)
t=l
for all vector fields X. Now consider the vector field
iXi = ~/dX . Since dw = 0
w([r%r,Xi]
while a simple calculation shows that [r alar, Xi] = - Xi.
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the lemma is proved.
1 . ID
Now {f- (x) d/dX1}i=1 is an orthonormal basis of TXM so that
<1.0 ,1.0 >t t x =
= m 2 -2 i iE t f (X)<W(d/aX ),W(a/dX »tx
i=l
where account has been taken of the fact that the parallel transport
in question is isometric for the fibre metric of W. Thus
= t2f-2(x)
f-2(tX)
2Iwltx (15)
Letting or denote the volume element of the induced Riemannian
metric on S the equations °r r
m-1= f wr and dVg = fdr A Or hold on
Sr' Define
Js
2A(r,t) = IWt I f'Or for r s R (16)
r
and
IlwtIr = J: A(r,t)dr = ID Iwtl2 dVg. (17)R R
Now d I\Wtlr\
ID
dOlt \dt = 2 <e , dt > dv
R t=l g t=lR
= 2
ID
w by (14)<w,'V (ra/ar» dv
1.0 g
R
=
this last equality following by Green's theorem.
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In particular, since d*w = 0 and w(ra/ar) = rwCa/ar) it
follows that
~ 0 (18)
On the other hand, substituting (15) into (17) and
reparametrising the integral gives
J IWlx
2 m-2 2f (x/t)f (x)dx.
DtR
To differentiate this, set G(x,t) = Iwi2 fm-2(x/t)f2(x)x
aG 12mso that t (x,t) = (2-m) Iwlx(ra/ar log f(x»f Cx).
t=1
Applying (11) one obtains
using the definition of A(R,t). Applying (18) and rewriting
the integral, this becomes
RA(R,l) 2!Cm-2)JRCI Iwl2 Cl+rajar log f(x»f(x)cr )dr (19)o S x r
r
and this holds for all R in case M~m and all R < 1 in case
M = Dm. To complete the proof the two cases are considered
separately.
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(a) In this case M = Rm, m ~ 3 and g is of type A.
Since it may be assumed that f(x) > 0 Corollary 3.15 and
Proposition 3.22 together with (19)imply the existence of c > 0
and R > 0 such that for R ~ R the estimate RA(R,l) ~ c holds.o 0
Then
and the proof is complete in this case.
(b) In this case M = Dm and g dominates a
~ 2 m i 2Write that metric, g = } (r) E (dx) and
i=l
~
metric g of type B.
note that by the
~
conditions imposed on f, ID ; 2. Suppose that m ~ 3, it follows
from (19) that for all 0 < R < 1
RA(R,l) > (m-2) J: (Jslwxl2 (1 + rotor log }(X))f(X)Or ~r
r
~ (m-2) f: A(r,l)(l + rotor log ~(r))dr. (20)
~
Setting J(r) = (m-2)(1 + ra/ar log fer»~, J(r) ~ 0 for
all 0 < r < 1 and by Corollary 3.15 is not identically zero.
Again by Proposition 3.22 there exists 0 < R < 1 such thato
R
(m-If 0 A(r,I)J(r)dr > o.
o
Call this number Ko. The inequality (20) now reads
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RACR,l) ~ Ko+ JR ACr,l)JCr)dr
,~ R
o
all R < R < 1.
o
(21)
It will be shown that this implies
RACR,l) (22)
for some Kl > 0 and all Ro < R < 1, which inequality implies
the result because
t RA(R,l)dR
Ro
by hypothesis.
There remains to show that (22) follows from (21). To this end
set
rR
Y(R) = K + lR A(r,1)J(r)dr for R < R < 10 0
0
so that, using (21)
yi(R) = A(R,l)J(R) ~ J~R) Y(R).
This implies that
:R [Y(R)exp (- JR J(r)dr)] ~ 0R r
o
which inequality integrated over (R ,R) yieldso
Y(R) ~ K exp(o JRR J(r)r dr) .
o
(23)
But exp(
so setting K1
Y(R)
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J(r) dr)
r
-v
= exp [(m-2)10g Rf~R) ] =
R f(R )o 0
= K' ~2-m(R ) and using R/Ro > 1 (23) shows thato 0
~ K jrn-2(R) for R < R < 1.
1 0
which is (22) and the result is proved.
Applying (21) and using the definition of Y(R) gives
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CHAPTER 4
HARMONIC MAPS AND CURVATURE
This chapter is, in the first instance, devoted to several
applications of the Eells-Sampson formula already used in
Chapter 3. Namely, for a harmonic map ~:M ~ N the following
identity is valid
where a repeated vector indicates that a trace is to be taken.
(a) Maps of small energy
In this section a study is made of a harmonic map ~:M ~ N
whose energy density is suitably bounded by the curvatures of M
and N. The particular form of the estimate considered forces
the map to be of a very special form topologically.
More specifically, the object of study is a harmonic map
¢:(M,g) ~ (N,h) for which the following hypotheses are valid.
Ca) There exist numbers A, B > 0 such that RicciM ~ A
and RiemN $ B.
(b) M is complete, and hence compact by a theorem of Myers
cf. [16, II,p.88]
(c) The map ~:M ~ N satisfies e(~) $ A/B and rank ¢ ~ 2.
The result to be proved is the following.
4.1. THEOREM
Suppose that ~:M ~ N is harmonic and satisfies the conditions
(a), (b) and (c) above. Then either ~ is constant or ~ is a
totally geodesic map of constant rank 2 and constant energy density
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-v
A/B. Moreover,if M denotes the universal cover of M, the map
tU~ defined by the diagram factors
through a 2-sphere or a projective plane of constant curvature.
Remark
Eells-Lemaire [ 7 ] have noted that if e(~) s A/2B then
~ must be constant.
The remainder of this section is taken up with the proof
of this theorem.
To begin, choose a point p EO: M and diagonalise (~*h)p'
m m
i.e. write (<P*h)p = E A. w· " wi with gp = E wi " wi andi=l 1 1 i=l
~ O. Note that by the restriction on the rank of
~ at most two of the Ai's are non-zero. With Id~l~ = 1..1+ A2,
IA2d~l~ = Al 1..2'the following inequality is self evident,
Id<Pl;
(2)
4
with equality if and only if Al = A2.
4.2. LEMMA
Under the hypotheses of the theorem, if <Pis not constant
it is a totally geodesic map of rank 2 and constant energy
density.
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Remarks
(1) A totally geodesic map has constant rank because, as
is easily seen, the kernel of its derivative is invariant
under all parallel translations.
(2) A totally geodesic map always has constant energy density,
for if ~ is such a map then
de($) = <Vd~,d~> = 0.
Proof of 4 .2.
Under hypothesis (a) and using the inequality (2), the
formula (1) yields
~ IV$d¢12 + Ald¢12 _ 2BIA2d¢12
¢ 2 2 B 2~ Iv d¢1 + Id$1 (A - ~ Id~1 )
~ 0 (3)
this last inequality coming from the hypothesis that e(~) SA/B.
Consequently e($) is subharmonic and by the divergence theorem
is harmonic on the compact manifold M. All the inequalities in
(3) can thus be replaced by equalities and using the third line
the following information can be read off.
(i) Vd¢ ::° and so cfl is totally geodesic
2 B 2Id¢1 (A - 2 Id~1 ) ::0, and as cfl is assumed not to(ii)
be identically constant it can be deduced that e(,) _ A/B.
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There remains to show that ~ does not have rank 1. Suppose it
did, then using (i) and (ii) together with the antisymmetry
properties of the curvature tensor of RN,
which is an evident contradiction. The proof of Lemma 4.2 is
now complete.
In fact much more can be deduced with little extra work.
4.3. LEMMA
Under the same hypotheses the following hold.
(iii) Ald~12 = <d~(RicciMv),d¢(v» at each point of M.
(iv) N= R (d¢(v),d~(w),d¢(v),d¢(w» at each point of M.
(v) At each p E M, Al = A2 > O. In particular ¢ is horizontally
homothetic.
Remark
A map ~:(M,g) + (N,h) is horizontaLLy homothetia if there
is a constant c > 0 such that h(d¢(x),d¢(Y» = cg(X,Y) for all
vectors X and Y orthogonal to ker d¢. If c = 1 and ~ is a
submersion it is called a Riemannian submersion.
Proof of 4 .3.
Since ¢ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma the following
series of inequalities is valid.
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o = ~e(~) = <d¢(RicciMv),d¢(v»-RN(d¢(v),d¢(w),d¢(v),d~(w»
~ Ald¢12 _ 2BIA2d¢12
~ Id¢12(A _ ~ld¢12)
= O.
In particular all inequalities are equalities. In view of
(2), statement (v) follows from lines two and three, while (iii)
and (iv) follow from lines one and two together with the hypo-
theses cnthe curvature of M and N.
As a result of this corollary the study of ¢:M + N is
reduced to the study of a horizontally homothetic totally
geodesic map. According to Vilms ~ ~3] there is a factorisation
through a Riemannian manifold P,
(4)
where ~ is totally geodesic submersion and e is a totally geodesic
immersion, indeed P is the manifold formed by collapsing the
fibres of ¢:M + N and carries the induced metric. At this stage
it is convenient to normalise the metric of M so that e(¢) = 1,
this will make ~ into a totally geodesic Riemannian submersion.
4.4. LEMMA
The manifold P has constant positive curvature.
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Proof
Set H = (ker d~) , then H, the horizontal distribution, is
integrable and so locally the diagram (4) takes the form
projection
where Vl is vertical and V2 is horizontal. Since g is the
product metric on Vl x V2 (see [ l6,I,p.18~), the normalisation
of g together with (v) shows that for X, Y tangent to V2
In particular 8*h agrees with the natural metric induced on
P by its definition. By its very construction 8:P + N is
totally geodesic while by (iv) the sectional curvatures of N
determined by planes in d« TP) are all equal to B. In particular
the immersed totally geodesic submanifold $(P) of N has constant
curvature B.
Remark
This lemma could have been proved by comparing the Ricci
curvature of P with that of N in the horizontal directions, using
(iii) of 4.3 and observing the fact that P is a 2-manifold and so
its Ricci curvature determines its curvature.
It should now be clear that the study of ~:M + N can be
'"reduced to the study of ~:M + P. Let n:M + M denote the universal
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cover of M and let ~:M + P denote the composition M ~>M _!_>P.
By de Rham's decomposition theorem [25] M can be written
as a product of simply connected irreducible manifolds,
Clearly, one of these factors, M say, is the universaln
cover of P, this means that
'\J 2 '\JM = 8 x Y
where Y is some simply connected manifold satisfying RicciY ~ B,
and 82 is a Euclidean 2-sphere. It is a simple matter, now, to
see that ~:82 x Y + P is one of +~e three following types,
'\J
82 x Y S282 x Y x Y1 ~ 2 1~ 2 1'''2S x Y S x Y P x Y
s2~ 2/ 2/p p
All the maps appearing are projections or covering maps or
products of such maps. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Remark
If the assumption rank ~ $ 2 is replaced by max.rank ~ = p,
p ~ 3 and e(~) $ AlB is replaced by e(~) $ 2(~-1) ~ then a
"" '\Jvery similar result can be proved to the effect that ~:M + N
factors through a quotient of sP with a metric of constant curvature
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(b) Maps from manifolds with boundary
This section is devoted to the study of the harmonic maps
from manifolds with boundary as discovered by Hamilton (11). The
method is similar to that of the previous section, only formula
(1) is needed in a integrated form. Specifically, if ~:M -+- N
is harmonic then
J l~d~12 + <d~(RicCiM(V),d~(v»-RN(d~(v),d~(W),d~(v),d~(W) * 1
M
(5)
ouM~where n is the\unlt normal and *a1 is the volume element on the
boundary of M with respect to the lI ...~'..:.cedRiemannian structure.
In order to state the results a little of the geometry of aM
must be investigated. Let El' ... ,Em be a frame field on M
satisfying
(a)
a~ \ So o~lU~ ?C'\'I\-\\~
El .J,. aM and IEll =- 1 on dMXwhfle E2,.·· ,'l:mare tangent to aM.
(b) [E. ,E.] = 0 for all i,j = 1, ... ,rn.
1 J
Cc)
If a is the second fundamental form of aM then
aCE. ,E.) = P(~E E.) on aM
1 J i J
(6)
whe re P: TM \ -+- CN aM)
aM
is orthogonal projection and the covariant
derivation is that of CM ),g • Then a is a symmetric tensor field
and relative to El there is defined a symmetric linear transformation
A:TaM -+- TaM according to the relationship
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< a (E. , E . ) , El> = <AE. , E .> .
1. J 1. J
(7)
4.5. LEMMA
The following identities hold,
(i) Ae __ rr E in particular Ve.E1 is tangent toaM.• -'V 1'1. e.1 1
(ii)
m
Trace A = l:
P i=2
Proof
Using property (a) of the vector fields Ei, i = l,...,m,
= <V E1,E.> + <e1,V E.>.ei J e; J
From the characterisations of a and A in (6) and (7)
<-v E1,e.> = <aCe. ,e.),e1> = <Ae. ,e.>e
i
J 1. J 1. J
But this is true for j = 2, ...,m, so
Ae. = -V El
1. e.
1.
and (i) is proved. ID
For (ii) note that a one hand trace A =p Li=2 <Ae. , e. >1. 1.
while on the other
o = e.<E.,E1> = <v E. ,El>1. 1. ei 1
taking account of (6) and (7) using part (i) yields
ID
L
i=2
<Ae. ,e.>
1. 1.
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4.6. DEFINITION
The eigenvalues of A are called the p~incipaZ cu~vatu~es
p
M at p. COt\UCX Lr A ~0
Say that 3M is totally geodesic if A ::o~and minimal. if
Trace A = o. IfT~ s 0 say that aM has non-negative mean cu~vature:
of
These ideas can now be applied to harmonic maps.
4. 7 . THEOREM
Suppose that (M,g) is a compact Riemannian manifold with
convex boundary and that ~:(M,g) ~ (N,h) is harmonic and satisfies
the Neuman condition d¢(n) = 0 on aM. If RicciM ~ 0 and RiemN s 0
then ¢ is totally geodesic. If either RicciM > 0 somewhere or aM is
strictly convex somewhere then ¢ is constant. In any case, if aM
is minimal then ¢I :aM + N is harmonic.
aM
Proof
Let p E aM and consider vector fields Ei i = 1, ...,m as above.
As d(d¢) = 0 the relation
(~E.d¢)(Ej) = (~E.d¢)(Ei)
1 J
i,j = l, ... ,m (8)
holds, while the hypothesis d¢(n) = 0 translates to
d¢(E1) = O.
<~nd<p,d¢>p =
(9)
Thus
ID
~ < (~ d¢)( e . ), dcp (e i) >
i=2 e1 1
m
= i~2 «~eid¢)(e1),dCP(ei»
expanding out and using (9) yields
m
L
i=2
by (8)
(10)
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Thus by the hypothesis on aM, <v d~,d~> s 0 and thisn p
holds for each p € aM. Combining this with the curvature
restrictions and using formula (1) yields
Thus there is equality throughout and so both integrands
vanish identically. For the integrand over M this means, in
particular, that, Vd~ = 0 and ~ is totally geodesic.
If RicciM > 0 at some point then ap must vanish there, by
the constancy of e(¢) for the totally goedesic map ¢ the map must
be constant.
On the other hand the integrand over aM must also vanish
identically and so by (10)
Consequently if A < 0 at some point of aM d¢ must vanish there
and so for the same reason as above ¢ must be constant.
The final st.a..tementi~ a direct· aplllic;a.tionof Proposition 1.6.
As for solutions to the Dirichlet problem.
4 . 8 • THEOREM .
Suppose (M,g) is a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary
and that ~:(M,g) -~ (N,h) is harmonic and its restriction to aM is
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constant. If RicCiM ~ 0, RiemN~ 0 and aM has non-negative mean
1:curvature then ~ is totally geodesic. Further, if aM is not
minimal then ~ is constant.
Proof
Let E1, •..,Em be a frame field as described above.
harmonic equation at p € aM reads
The
m
-(V d~)(e1) = r (V d~)(e.).
"i i=2 ei 1
(11)
Then <V d~,d~ = «V d~)(e1),d~(e~n p e1
m
r «V d.)(ei),d¢(e1»i=2 ei
by (11)
expanding out and using the fact that d~(Ei) = 0 1 - 2,...,m on aM
m
<V d¢,d¢> = E <d¢(V E.),d~(e1».n p i=2 ~i 1
By the hypothesis on ¢laM, and using Lemma ~5(ii) the equality
(12)
can be seen.
Applying the curvature restrictions and the fact that traceA s 0
yields as before
o s JMIVd~12 + <d.(RicCiMv),d.(V) -RiemN(d~(v),d~(w),d,(v),d.(w»*l
= ( <V d~,d.> * 1 s 0
JaM n
~ T"-,s, '\, ~\\ -\vu~ ',f ~'. (jt'l\ ~N ,~ K1e....~ o..~ ~ \De
~nv..o\o\AC-. '{ ~'. ()~ -, N ~s CC'i\S.~~ 4 ~~~ "" ~ Q ~~e;\c. of N
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and so equality holds throughout. As each integrand is non-
negative they must vanish identically, in particular Vd~ = 0 and
~ is totally geodesic. From (12) trace Ald~(n)12 = 0 on aM so
if trace A < 0 somewhere, i.e. all is not minimal, then d~('(\)= 0
there and so Id~12 = 0, by the constancy of Id,12 ~ is constant.
(c) The index of harmonic maps
Let ~:(M,g) ~ (N,h) be a harmonic map, if v,w € A(~*TN)
are variations of ~ then
where the second variation operator J, is a second order self-
adjoint strongly elliptic operator given by
This calculation has been made in [32] and [22]. Mazet
shows that the eigenvalues of J~ are bounded below and thus the
following definition can be made.
4.9. DEFINITION
The inde~ of ~, written index ¢, is the dimension of the
largest subspace of A(~*TN) on which H. is negative definite, Note
that index ~ = 0 if ¢ is a local minimum of the energy.
1In the special case that M - S a harmonic map is a closed
geodesic in N and a well known theorem of Synge states that if N
is even dimensional and orientab1e with RiemN > 0, then index
~ > 0 for such a map. The method of proof is to construct a
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parallel normal field and then apply the form H~ to it. Simons
[Jl] has noted the corresponding result for the area functional,
that for general harmonic maps takes the following form.
4.10. THEOREM
Suppose ~:(M,g) ~ (N,h) is harmonic with M compact and
RiemN > O. If ~ admits a non-trivial parallel variation then
either index ~ > 0 or ~(M) is contained in a geodesic of N.
Proof
Let v € A(~.TN) be the supposed parallel variation. Then
The first term of the integrand is identically zero while,
provided~ (M) does not lie in a goedesic of N, the second is
strictly negative. In this case H~(V,v) < 0 and the result is
proved.
4.11. Examples
The hypothesis of the existence of a non-trivial parallel
field is satisfied whenever ~(M) is contained in a submanifold
admitting a parallel normal vector field.
In the paper of Simons cited, there appears at length a
discussion of the second variation in particular with regard
to minimal submanifolds of spheres. In fact the following is
stated there. If dim M = P and M is a minimal submanifold of
sn then indexA M ~ n-p with equality if and only if M is a
totally geodesic sphere, indexA M denotes the index of M with
respect to the volume or area functional. However, the situation
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with regard to the energy functional is .are complicated.
MLet ~ denote the Laplace-Beltrami operator on (M,g); if
f:M + R is smooth
MThe eigenvalues of ~ are negative or zero, let them be
with multiplicities di•
4.12. PROPOSITION
Suppose that ~:(M,g) + Sm is a non-constant harmonic
map and let ~:(M,g) + Sn denote the composition of ~ with the
natural totally geodesic embedding gm + sn. If
i = max then
i
index ~ ~ index ~ + (n-m) t dk.k=-O
(13)
If e(~) is constant then equality holds.
Proof
Let ~ be the space of variations w of ~ which are normal
to ~ and satisfy Ht (w,w) < O. To prove ( 13) it is sufficient
to show that
i
dim In ~ (n-m) t dk• (14)k-O
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For each k let {g~;j = 1, .•.,dk} be a complete set of
eigenfu,,\<:.h_onsfor the eigenvalue -11kof AM, then
•J = 1, ... ,dk•
Also let {ua;d = 1•... ,n-m} be mutually pointwise orthogonal
parallel sections of N(Sm). the normal bundle of Sm in S;"':.~.
of unit length. Then, regarding these as variations of ~ and
1 tt' R d t . 1 th t t of Sm and Sne lng eno e varl0US y e curva ure ensor
which satisfies R(u,v)w • <u,w>v - <U,V>Wi
Thus,
Therefore the variations {g~ ua; k=O •...,i,j = l•...•dk,a - 1, ...•n-m}
are independent and contained in I ; (14), and consequently (13),
is proved.
Now suppose that e(~) is constant. to show that equality
holds in (13) it is sufficient to demonstrate that the following
two statements are true:
(a) If w is a variation of ~ satisfying Jtw = -AW for some
NA > 0 and if w denotes the normal part of w then
J~WN = _AwN.
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(b) Dim In = (n-m)
So suppose w satisfies the hypothesis of (a), setting
WT + wN = wand using the linearity of Jt,
Nw.
Taking normal parts of this equation shows that
geodesic in Sn shows that
involving the fact that Srnis totally
JtWN is actually normal to Sm so the
while a direct calculation
conclusion of (a) holds.
For (b), the fact that the set {ua:a - 1, •.•,n-m} is
independent and spans the normal space at each pornt show s that
(b) need only be proved in the case n-m = 1. So suppose n-m = 1
and relabel u = ul. If w € I then w = fu for some function
f:M+lR,
so that
2Jtw = -TrV fu - fTrR(dt,u)dt
If, as may be supposed, Jtw = -AW for some A > 0 then f satisfies
the equation
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(18)
Thus the constant
A - Id~12 ~ 0 and
(A - Id~12) is subject to the restrictions
2 2
A - Id~1 = -~k for some k. But 0 < A = Id~1 -~k
if and only if k € {l,...,i}. As a consequence, equation (18)
i
has L dk linearly independent solutions sok=O
i
dim I = L dkn k=O
and (b) and the proposition are proved.
4.13. Remarks and Calculations
The remarks which follow give two examples which show
that equality may hold in (13) butthis is not always the case.
The first of the two gives a contrast between the energy and the
volume functionals for maps between spheres.
(i) Let i~: Srn~ Sn be the standard totally geodesic embedding.
If idm:Sm + srn is the identity map then e(i~) = m/2 so that
i = O. (The first few eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on Srn are O,-m,~2(m+l), [ 4 ]). The proposition implies
index ~= index idm + (n-m).
m+l if m ~ 3
However, Smith [32] has computed that index id m· {a if m • 2
so that
index 1nm
n+1 if m ~ 3= {
n-2 if m = 2
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(ii) If i = 0 and dim I = n-m then e(~) is constant.
aFor then I is spanned by {u ;a- l, ...,n-m} and so the
only non-zero solutions to (18) are f = constant and then
o = A _ Id~12.
(iii) Suppose M is a compact orientable Riemannian surface
admitting a branched covering ~:M ~ 82• Then i - 0 and e(~)
is non-constant, so by (ii) dim I > n-2 and
index ~ > index ~ + n-2.
This means, in particular that there is a non-trivial
solution of equation (18) on M.
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CHAPTER 5
HARMONIC MAPS OF SURFACES
Ca) Introduction
In the paper [30] Shibata tackled the question of whether
there exists a harmonic homeomorphism homotopic to a given
homeomorphism between two closed Riemann surfaces. However,
there are several errors in his paper which are of varying
degrees of importance. For example his proof of Lemma 3 is
incorrect even though the statement is correct. The present
author has discovered other errors pertaining to, for example,
Shibata's class of differentials, in fact the proof of Lemma 5
contains a serious error concerning the total variation of the
limit of a sequence of functions.
Nevertheless the cited paper contains a number of good
ideas and the present author felt that if the errors could be
corrected then Shibata's final conclusion could be re-established.
In order to fix ideas, let M, N be two closed Riemann
surfaces of equal genus
genus (M) = genus (N) ~ 1
and let ~:M + N be a quasiconformal homemorphism. Suppose h
is a conformal Rieman metric on M this means that isothermal,
charts for h are also complex coordinates for the given complex
structure on N. The question to be answered is:
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Q. Does there exist a harmonic map ~:M + (N,h) which is both
homotopic to ~ and is a homeomorphism?
Combining the existence results of Lemaire [IS] with the
methods of Sampson [27], Schoen-Yau [29] and Hartman [12], a
partial answer can be given.
5.1. THEOREM
There always exists a harmonic map ~:M + (N,h) homotopic
to ~:M + N. If h has non-positive Gaussian curvature then all
such harmonic maps are diffeomorphisms. Moreover, if h has
strictly negative Gaussian curvatu~e the map ~ is the unique
harmonic map homotopic to ~.
Now let H(M,N) be the class of maps ~:M + N satisfying
the following hypotheses.
(i) ~ is a homeomorphism homotopic to w.
(ii) ~ together with ~-1 has locally square integrable
derivatives in any, and hence all, local complex
(iii)
coordinates.
-1~ and ~ are absolutely continuous in the two dimensional
-1sense, i.e. ~ and ~ map null sets to null sets.
The idea of Shibata's 'solution' to Q is as follows.
Let n be some class of conformal Riemannian metrics on M
together with a decomposition by a real parameter into compact
subsets, n = u nA say, with 0A compact. For each g ( 0A aA
subclass H of H(M,N) is defined as those ~ € H(M,N) satisfyingg
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(iv) -1E(¢ ,g)
where K is the maximal dilatation of ljJ, w = u + iv is a local
complex coordinate on Nand g = p2(dx2 + dy2) with respect
to the local complex coordinate z = x + iy on M.
It is then shown that E(~) attains its minimum on H atg
the map cf>gsay. The resulting map r2A+Il defined by g ....E(¢ )g
is then minimised within the class r2Aat the metric gA and
associated map now called ¢A. The final step of the proof should
be to show that CPA is harmonic when A is sufficiently large.
However, the present author be.l f evas that Shibata makes another
error here and has himself been unable to resolve the situation.
The purpose of this chapter then, is to describe what parts
of Shibata's paper can be revived and to point out the remaining
problems.
(b) A compact family of metrics
One way to construct such a family of metrics is to make
use of convergence properties of holomorphic functions on the
unit disc. Let
U = Iz € (t; Iz I < 1}
and let H2 be the set of holomorphic functions on U whose Taylor
series about zero are square summable, so if
fez) = L
n=O
a z n in Un
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then f € H2 <=> L
n=O
This last expression gives
the square of the H2 norm of f and H2 becomes a Hilbert space
with respect to the associated innerproduct. For the properties
of the space H2 the reader is referred to [13]. The other space
of interest in this section is denoted ~ and comprises the
holomorphic functions f:U ~ ~ satisfying
1 f 2 2IfI dxdy < 00, LH becomes a Hilbert space in theU-1T
inner product associated to this norm [34].
5.2. DEFINITION
A continuous map j:H ~ E between Hilbert spaces is called
compact if j(B) is relatively compact in E for all bounded
subsets B c H.
5.3. THEOREM
The natural inclusion j:H2 ~ L2 is compact.H
Proof
Th j H2 L2" f i d d h" i I Ie map : ~ H 1S given by f ~ , n ee t 1S S C ear y
continuous since if fez) = 1:
n=O
a zn then
n
00
Ifl2 = ( E lanl
2)i is the H2 norm of f
n=O 2
IIf II = (l J Ifl2 dXdy)i = 00 la I i L2while (L n~l ) is the norm of f.1T U 1 H
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Thus IIf II s If12 and j is continuous.
To prove the compactness of j it is clearly sufficient to
show that the H2 unit ball is relatively compact in L~ or
equivalently that for any E > 0 there is an E-net for this ball
in the L~ metric.
Let E > 0 and set F 1= {n E: N,· -n+1
2> E /2} so that IFI < 00...
The set of power series E
n=O
a zn with an n = 0 for n ~ F is finite
dimensional so its unit ball in any norm is relatively compact.
Let fl, ... ,fm be
e; -net for the metric of r.;.an
~
00
If f = E n satisfies Ifl2 < I thena z
n=O n
la 12 00 2E n s E Ia I < 1
ne:F n+1 n=O n
so 3 i € {I, ••• ,m} such that E
nE:F
(1)
where fi =
ce
E a!zn and a! = 0 for n t F.
n=O
Thus n+1 = EntF n+1
2~L
2
this last inequality following from the definition of F.
00
Using the fact that E lanl2 < I it can be seen that
n=O
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n+1 (2)
(1) and (2) now show that
L
n=O n+1
2~ E
showing that fl •••••fm is an E-net for the unit ball of H2
in the L~ metric. The proof is complete.
5.4. COROLLARY
If {f.}~ is a bounded sequence in H2 then there exists
1 i=1
a subsequence, still called fi, and an f £ H2 such that fi ~ f
weakly in H2 and strongly in L~. In particular, fi + f uniformly
on compact subsets of U.
Proof
Since H2 is a Hilbert space there is a subsequence, still
called fi, and an f € H2 such that fi + f weakly in H2. By
~ 2Theorem 5.3 it can be assumed that there is an f £ Lft such that,
~ 2for this subsequence, fi + f in LH and by well known theorems
2on LH, [34], this convergence is uniform on compact subsets of U.
~To complete the proof it sUffices to show that f - f. Let the
Taylor expansions of the functions in question be
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oo i 00f. (z) l: n fez) E n= a Z = a z1 n=O n n=O n
""
00
"" nand fez) = l: a z
n=O n
""It suffices to show that a = a for all values of n. Byn n
the weak convergence of the fi'
i n n for each (3)a = <f. ,z > -+ <f,z > = a n.n 1 n
While the uniform convergence implies, with superscripts denoting
differentiation,
ian
1 ""an for each n. (4)= liT
""From (3) and (4) an = an for each n as required.
A family of conformal metrics will be defined on M using
2elements of H and the compactness of this family will be deduced
from 5.4. Let Dl, ...,Dk be complex coordinates discs covering
M, with local parameters z1, ...,zm' these subscripts will often
be dropped, it is hoped, without causing confusion. Let Al, •..,Am
be a smooth partition of unity subordinate to this covering. If
fi' 1 ~ ism are given functions on U, construct in each Di the
tensor field
h. 1 f .12 (dx2 2 iy= + dy ), z = x +1 1
m
and on M set g = E A.h ..
i=1 1 1
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Suppose each f. satisfies, for some fixed A > 1,
1
(a) f. € H2 and has no zeros in U.
1
(b) If.I ~ A
1 2
(c) 1 Ifil2 dxdY~CA,for some suitable constant depending on A.U
(d) ~ _l I A. If. 12 dxdy = 1i=l nUl 1
then say g € 0A and use this as a defining condition for 0A.
The success of the method relie~ on the family 0A being a
compact family of conformal metrics on M.
5.5. PROPOSITION
For each A > 1 there is a value of cA > 0 such that the
family 0A is a non-empty compact family of positive definite
conformal metrics on M.
Proof
That 0A is non-empty is clear, for the fils may all be
chosen as constants and a possible choice of cA is then clear.
To see that any g € 0A is positive definite note that each gi
is on D. and that at each point g is a convex combination of the
1
gi' g is clearly a conformal metric. To see that 0A is compact
let {g.}oo be a sequence from nA, with gj = EAilfij 12(dx
2 + dy2)
J j=l
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then using 5.4 find subsequences of the fij converging as in
5.4. Suppose fij + fi, then gi + L Ai Ifil2(dx
2 + dy2)
uniformly together with all its derivatives. There remains to
222check that g = LAi Ifil (dx + dy ) € nA• Firstly note that by
the weak convergence f .. + f. for each i = 1,...,klJ 1
If. 1 slim inf 1 f .. 1 2 s A so (b) holds.
1 H2 j + ~ lJ H
1 . Lji2Since f .. + fl'strong y ln ,lJ
so (c) is satisfied, similarly so is (d). Finally, since each
fij is never zero in U, fi is either never zero or is identically
zero by the theorem of Hurwitz, but fi satisfies (c) and so this
second alternative is impossible, thus (a) is satisfied.
(c) The Variational Problems
Returning, now, to the class H of homeomorphism defined byg
(i) - (iv) it will be useful to consider in more detail their
differentiability and measure theoretic pr~perties.
Let z = x + iy and w = u + iv be uniformizing f)().ro.M(c..:h,..rs
on the universal cover of M and N respectively, suppose cp € Hg
"'"and that cp is a lift of cp. Define the complex vector fields
a/az =
a/az =
i (a/ ax i a/ ay)
! (a / 'Ox + i a / ay)
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'" '"'" 1!!12 1~12 Ifso that the Jacobian of <I> is given by
dZ dZ
'" Iw 12 2<I> is represented by z ~ w this may be written - IWzl .z
5.6. PROPOSITION
-vIf <I> satisfies (i) - (iii) then <I> is totally differentiable
almost everywhere. Moreover if B is a Borel set
J dudv.~(B)
"'-1The same results hold for <I> •
Proof
The existence of the partial derivatives is standard and
can be found in [23] or [ 2], the existence of the total
derivative is due to Gehring and Lehto, their proof is reproduced
in [~ ].
Now let £ > 0 and find FeB closed with the property that
wand w- exist and are continuous in F and thatZ z
max {I", dudv,
<I>(B-F)
This can be done using the absolute continuity properties of <1>.
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Since J dudv =
4(F) I 2 2Iw I - lw-I )dxdyF Z Z (see [ 26 J) the
following holds,
J dudv - J (I w 12 - 1w_12) dxdy s J dudv + J (I w 12+1wd 2)cbt:dy¢(B) B Z Z ¢(B-F) B-F Z Z
< 2e:.
Since E > 0 was arbitrary the result is proved.
The first variational problem of Shibata can now be stated
and solved.
Problem
Minimise E within the class Hg for each g € GA'
The solution to this problem uses the direct method together
with the lower semi-continuity of E and the following beautiful
result of J. Lelong-Ferrand [17].
!1.7. THEOREM
Suppose M and N are closed orientable surfaces of the
same genus and not homeomorphic to a sphere. Let h be a Riemannian
metric on N, then the set {¢:M + N: ¢ is a homeomorphism, E(¢) < C}
is uniformly equicontinuous for each C > O.
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minimising sequence for E in H •g
As a first step towards solving problem Q let ~ be a
n
By condition (iv) and 5.7
both ~ and ~-1 form equicontinuous families and so it may be
n n
assumed that ~ + ~n
-1 -1and ~ ~ ~ uniformly to produce an
homeomorphism which is a candidate for a minimum of E over H .g
There remains to show that ~ € H .g
5.8. PROPOSITION
The maps ~ and -1~ have locally square integrable derivatives
and satisfy E(¢) slim inf E(¢n)
n ~ 00
-1 . "1E(¢ ,g ) slim 1nf E(¢n" ,g).
n -+- 00
and
Proof
It is clearly sufficient to prove those statements concerning
-1¢, for those concerning ¢ follow in the same way. The following
will be demonstrated.
Claim
If ¢n is a sequence of functions on U
integrable derivatives satisfying J Id¢ 12U n
with locally square
2dxdy s L , for some L,
and if ¢n ~ ¢ uniformly on U, then ~ has locally square integrable
derivatives and d¢ ~ d¢ weakly in L2(U). This is clearlyn
sufficient to prove the proposition once it"has been noted that
the norm on a Hilbert space is lower semi-continuous in the weak
topology.
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Proof of claim:
Let ~ be a smooth function with compact support in U.
J J
d d¢n d¢m
o = ~(~ -~ )dy = {tt (¢ -¢ ) + ~(ax - ~ )}dxdyau n m U x n mThen
using Stokes theorem.
Thus, if £ > 0 and n, m are sufficiently large,
d¢m
- --)dxdy < £ax
J
a¢nso the sequence ~ ~ dxdy is Cauchy and has a limit which
u
will be called T(~)~ T is clearly linear in~. Moreover T extends
2to a continuous linear functional L (u) ~ ~ since
J
a¢
IT(~)I = lim ~ a: dxdyl
n u
Thus, by the Riesz representation theorem, there is ~oo ~ L2(u)
satisfying T(~) = J ~¢ dxdy and the relationU 00
J
a¢n J~ax dxdy ~ ~~c.odXdyfor each ~ means that 4> is theu u 00
a4>n
weak limit of lGC· That 4>00 is the derivative of ~ with respect
to x follows from the identities
J ~¢ dxdy = limU 00 n J
a¢
U ~ axn dxdy
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= lim
n
~n dxdy
~ dxdy.
d~ 2 a~nThe proof that ay exists and is the weak L limit of ~
follows the same lines.
5.9. PROPOSITION
The maps ~ and ~-1 have the absolute continuity properties
expressed in condition (iii).
Proof.
Again this will only be proved for the map ~, the idea is
due to Ahlfors [1 ]. The calculation which follows takes place
in the universal coverswi th parameters as above. Let D be a small
disc then it is easy to see that
J dudv = lim¢(D) n-+-oo J dudv¢ (D)n
(5)
using the continuity properties of Lebesgue measure and the
convergence properties of the ~ •n
By Proposition 5.6.
J dudv =~ (D)n
(6)
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To nand Ie the convergence of these quantities define a double
sequeLce of functions,
~~ (w -w )d(w -w )2~ m n m n
z-zo I=r
(7)
for almost all r < ro say. By approximating by C2 functions and
using Stoke's theorem it can be seen that
A (r)mn j oW= (I~ozz-zol~r
OW 2 oW OW 2oz~1 - I--~ - ~I )dxdy.
OZ oz (8)
Let £ > 0 then for m,n sufficiently large
A (r)mn
oW OW oW oW~ J I "zml + I~I + I_!!I + I~I de
e I I 0 '::Iz- dZ a-zz-zo =r 0
(9)
where z = z + reie and this holds for almost all 0 < r < r .o I 0
In view of (9) and since the E(~ ) are uniformly bounded theren
is a positive constant C independent of n such that
fo
ro
[Amn(r)]2 dr ~ EC for sufficiently large m,n
in particular lim
m,n-+-oof
ro 2
[A (r)] dr = O.o mn LID)
On the other hand
J
OW 2 OW 2 f OW 2 aw 2
A (r) = (I_!!I - I~I )dxdy + (ITI -1--!!4)dxdy
mn Iz-zo Is r- oZ oz Iz.-zo Isr Z a z '
-2Re J (aWm (aWn)oZ azIz-z,o I~r
aW
m
aw
(.-E.) )dxdy.oz
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Letting m + 00 and then n + 00
lim lim (11)
n+oo
by (5) and the weak convergence of the complex derivatives. Here
From (8) it can be seen that the A are uniformly boundedmn
so Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem can be applied to (10)
to obtain
° = lim lim Iro 2[A (r)] dro mn limn+oo 2lim [Amn(r)] dr.m+oo
So that the expression on the right hand side of (11) vanishes
for almost'all r E (O,ro)' by continuity it vanishes for all r.
Consequently
for all r € (O,ro)' which is sufficient to prove the proposition.
The content of the previous two propositions is that the
limit map ~ is a member of H. Consequently the followingg
theorem may be stated.
5.10. THEOREM
The first variational problem has a solution. Notice that
nothing has been said about the uniqueness of this solution.
For each gEnA let ¢g be a solution to the first variational
problem. The second variational problem may be stated.
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Problem
Minimise E over the class of maps {~g;g € GAl.
In effect the problem is to minimise the map 0A + R~O
given by g + E(~ ), however in approaching the problem from thisg
viewpoint some information about the associated maps is lost.
The method following is directly parallel to that of Shibata's and
uses the information obtained in the solution of the first
variational problem.
Let ~n be a minimising sequence for E in the class
{~b; g E GAl and let gn be the associated metrics. Using 5.5
and 5.7 and condition (iv) there can be found a subsequence, a
-1 -1homeomorphism ~ and a metric goosuch that ~n + ~'~n + ~ and
gn + goouniformly. By following the arguments used above it
can be seen that ~ satisfies (i) - (iii), there remains to show
that (iv) holds in order to see that ~ E Hgoo
5.11. PROPOSITION
The inequality
( -1 -1E ~ ,g) $ lim inf E(¢n ,gn)'
n + 00
is valid and hence ~ €
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Proof.
Note that fn + 1 uniformly on M.
-1density of ¢n ;(N,h)+(M,gn)and by
Let £ > 0 and choose no such that if n > no then fn(¢~l) > 1-£
on N.
With this being the case
Consequently, inf
n>n o
so t.hat V e > Oj Lf.m inf E(£~l,gn) ~ (1-£) lim inf E(¢~l,goo)'
n-+-oo n-+-oo
Together with the relation
-1 1E(~ ,goo) slim inf E(¢- ,g )
n -+-00 n 00
which has been used before, this furnishes the result.
With this proposition proved the maps ¢ and ¢ can be
g
compared as follows
E( ~ ) s E( ~) =
goo
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The inequality follows from the fact that ~ E H t while ~
goo goo
solves the first variational problem for g~. The equality
follows by the construction of ~.
5.12. THEOREM
The second variational problem has a solution.
(d) The Variational Equation
The principal aim is to show that one of these minimising
maps is harmonic. Recall from Lemma A after Theorem 2.17 that if
~:M ~(N,h)is harmonic then (~*h)2,O is a holomorphic quadratic
differential on M. This is the definition Shibata works with.
5.13. DEFINITION
Suppose ~:M ~rn,h)is continuous and has locally square
integrable derivatives, say that ~ is S-harmonia or harmonic in
the sense of Shibata if (~*h)2,O is holomorphic. The connection
between this definition and the energy functional is given in the
following result.
5.14. PROPOSITION
Suppose that ~ is the uniform limit of a sequence of elements
of HeMIN).If~ minimises E over the class of all such maps then <p
is S-harmonic.
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Proof
Let Izi < 1 be a local parameter on M and let A:U ~ ~
be smooth with compact support. If lsi < 1 represents the same
chart as Izi < 1 then the maps given locally by ~ = Z + £A(Z),
generate diffeomorphisms of M for £ sufficiently small, call
these maps h :M -+ M. Tlie maps IjJ = ¢oh have the same£ £ £
properties as ¢ and only differ from ¢ on a small set. Thus,
222if h = 0 (w)(du + dv ) in some chart and IjJ is represented bye
z -+ W I ¢ by z -+ w, thenc
J I
ow 12 I ow 2 2- (a- + -= )0 (w)dxdy.
Izl<1 z OZ
Using the definition of IjJ and carrying out the differentiatione
E (,11) E (,j, ) J ( I ow..I 2 + I 0w_I2 ) (11 + ' 12 I '\ I 2 ) 2't' £ - 'fI. = £ II.Z + £ I\. _ 0 (W £ ) dxdyIzl<l cH,; aZ;; z
I oW+ 4Re £ a%Izl<l
-J (lowl2 + IdWl2 2I Z I<1 dZ aI)o (w)dxdy.
Changingvariables and uSingl;lz 2 _1;_12 = 11 +c .£112-1£ a~12
z OZ az
yields
-9Z,
E(~ ) - E(~) = 4Re El aw
E 1~1<1 al;
where l; = ~ + in. The minimising property of ~ yields the equation
oW oW 2But A is arbitrary, so the function ~ a, a (w) = a(~) satisfies
·the distributional equation aa = 0, and by the well known lemma
a~
of Weyl [ 1] is holomorphic. There remains to note that in
these coordinates
The basic question to be answered now is the following: if ~ is
S-harmonic is it necessarily harmonic? The answer is yes if
~ is sufficiently regular.
5.15. PROPOSITION
If ~:M + N,h is a C2 S-harmonic map and d~ has rank 2 on
a dense subset of M, then ~ is harmonic.
Proof
This easy proof is adapted from [37]. First note that
if z is a local parameter on M then ¢ is harmonic if and only
if II = 0az .
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so it is holomorphic if and only if
o = a h (!p_ ~) =az' dZaz 2h(~ 'iJ ~)az' a/az az
since ~ is non-zero on a dense set, the continuous field
11 must vanish identically so $ is harmonic.az
For maps which are not so smooth less can, as yet, be
said. In fact in the general situation all the author has
been able to show is very little.
5.16. PROPOSITION
Suppose that $:M + (N,h) is a cl diffeomorphism, if $ is
S-harmonic then it is harmonic.
Proof.
If ~t:M + N is a variation of the smooth map ~:M + N
supported in a chart, then on one hand
d~ E(~t)1 = J <d~,'iJv>· 1 = - JM <T(~),V> • 1. (12)t=O M
While on the other a direct calculation shows that if
202(¢*h)' = a(z)dz then
-4 w-a- - w az z z z
Iw 12 _ Iw-12z z22·cr (w)p (z)
222where p (z)(dx + dy ) is a metric on M. Consequently,
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* 1
-
J
wsa- - w a -
( ~ z z z)v= 4Re M 2 2
IWzl - IWzl
dxdy (13)
If, now ~ is a sequence of smooth diffeomorphisms approximatingn
1~ in the C topology, then
* 1 = lim
n-+<- J <d~ ,Vv>M n * 1
4Re fM
aw aa aw ai -= lim (--1! __!! n 'Ozn) v dxdyn+oo dZ 'OZ - az In
'ow dW
by (13), where J = 1_n12 1 _n12. Thusn dZ az
J J
(w-a- - w a -z z z z v
M <d~,Vv> * 1 = 4Re M 2 2 dxdyIWzl -Iwzi (14)
by the Cl convergence ~n ~~. Since ~ is S-harmonic (az) = az = 0
so (14) reads
JM <d~,Vv> * 1 = o. (15)
Since v was arbitrary (15) expresses the condition that ~ is a
critical point of E, by Proposition 1.5 it is harmonic.
Remark
The three properties of ~ needed to make the proof work are:
(a) ~ is continuous and has square integrable distributional
derivatives.
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(b) There is a suitable approximation ~n + ~. (16)
(c) The approximation
f
aw aa aw aa -
Re {~(-E.) - ---E. ( azn)} JV
n
dxdy + 0az az dZ (17)
holds.
Clearly the proof will still work if the ~ are less smoothn
but the approximations (16) and (17) still hold. In general it
seems impossible to tell if such ~ exist.
n
(e) An alternative approach
This section describes a method which, hopefully, will lead
to a map satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 5.14.. The
method is to perturb the integral E with a parameter E, to solve
the perturbed problem and let E tend to zero.
If ~ € H(M,N), i.e. it satisfies (i) - (iii) of Section (a),
then Proposition 5.6 validates the calculation
J
2 2 2( Iz I + Iz-I )p (z)dudv =N w w (18)
where g = p2(z)(dx2 + dy2) is any metric on M, thus E(~-l,g)
may be regarded as an integral over M.
5.17. DEFINITION
For ~ E H(M,N) the perturbed energy E (~) is defined by
E
E (~)
E
-1= E(~) + EE(~ ,g),
wnere g is some arbitrary but fixed Riemannian metric on M.
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5.18. PROPOSITION
For each E > 0 the functional E attains its minimum onc
H(M,N).
Proof
If ~ is a minimising sequence for E then by (18) and
n £
-1Theorem 5.7 both ~n and ~n form equicontinuous families. As
before it may be assumed, by passing to a subsequence, that
-1 -1~n ~ ~ and ~n ~ ~ for some ~. By following the reasoning in
Section (c) it can be seen that $ € H(M,N). That E attains itse
minimum at ~ follows because
E£(~) ~ lim inf E£(~n).
n ... 00
Now set a(z) 2 - )= (J (w)w w , k(zz z
2lw-Iz
2lw-Iz
and R.(z) =
in some system of local coordinates Izi < 1 on M and w on N.
Notice that k is a globally defined function on M while a and R.
define quadratic differentials on M.
5.19. PROPOSITION
The minimising map of Proposition 5.1~ satisfies
J Ca +E~)AZ dxdy = ~ J k(A.p2}z dxdyIzl<l Izl<l (19)
for all A:U ...~ which are smooth with compact supporte
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Proof
Let z and ~ be related, as in the proof of 5.14, by
~ = z + tA where t is a suitably small parameter. Then
calculating the derivatives and changing variables as in 5.14
-1 -1E(~t ,g) - E(~ ,g) = Jiz 1<1 2lw-I
~1
2Iw -
~
2lw-I~ 2p (~) dz dn
- 2Ret f k(~)(A p2 + 2p pA)d~dn + 0(ltI2) .
M r; r;
Using the calculation made in the proof of 5.14, writing z for
~ and using the fact that ~ is ex~rtillalfor E gives (19).s
Now for each e >0 let ~€ be one of the minimising maps
provided by 5.18. Set
~ = inf {E(~); ~ € H(M,N)}.
5.20. PROPOSITION
The following approximation holds.
lim
e: ...O ~. (20)
Proof
For large B > 0 set ~B = inf {E(¢); ~ € H(M,N),E(~-l,g) s B},
so that
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lim
B~oo
llB= lJ • (21)
The methods of Section (c) show that there is a map
-1~B € (~ E H(M,N); E(~ ,g) $ B} satisfying
(22)
Set £ = 1/B2 then,
E (~ ) ~ E~(~B) = llB + l/B£ '1'£ c;..
so that as B ~ 00, E ~ 0 and
lim£~o lim llBB~oo
so (21) together with the positivity of £ yields
II $ lim
e:~O
This is clearly sufficient to demonstrate (20).
5.21. Corollary of proof
-1Further, lim e:E(~ ,g) =
e:~O
o and lim E(~e:) = ll.
e:~O
As a consequence of these results it can be seen that ~e
provides a good approximation to a map minimising E in H(M,N)
in that a suitable subsequence ~E. converges uniformly to some ,:M + N
1
satisfying
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E(¢) slim inf E(¢ ) =
£+0 £
11·
(23)
The idea is to show that ¢ is S-harmonic by studying the
convergence of (¢ *h)2,O.e
To this end, let a£(z), k£(Z) ~£(z) be related to ¢£ ' as
after the proof of 5.18, in some coordinate system Izl < 1. If
I~ I denotes the volume element associated to the quadratic
c
differential defined by ~ then an application of the Schwarz
£
inequality yields
J I~ I s J
M
-1k * g 1 = E(¢£ ,g)M £ £
so consequently,
lim c J IR, I = lim e l, k * 1 = 0.£+0 M £ £-+0 e
(24)
(25)
Now extend a£, k£, ~£ to the whole of ~ by letting them
be identically zero outside Izl < 1, the variational equation
(19) reads
) A- dxdy =z (26 )
for all smooth A with supp A C U. Let V:U -+ [0,1] be smooth
with V(z) depending only on \z \
1. If 0 < r < 1 is chosen once
0
V(rz) for 0 < r < r then with *
0
with compact support in U,
and satisfying J~V dxdy =
1and for all and Vr(z) = ~
r
denoting convolution (26) reads
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for all 0 < r < r and all smooth A:U ~ ~ witho
sup A C {z ; I z I < 1 - r }o = Dl .-ro
Using the well known
properties of the convolution and using an integration by
parts (27) becomes
J a «a +e:R,)*V ) A dxdy = ~J "az(ke:*Vr)Ap2 dxdy (28)~ a~ e: e: r ~ a
again for all 0 < r < rand supp A C D1 . Consequentlyo -ro
is an equality of smooth functions on D1 ,and holds for-ro
all 0 < r < roo
5.22. PROPOSITION
For every z £ D and every disc D c D1 with centre z,1-r -ro 0
f
«ae:-ER, )*V )(~)d~
~«a + ER, ) * V )(z) ~ e: re: e: r - ni aD ~ - z
p2(~) a/a~(ke:*Vr)(~)d~dn
( 30)
1;; - z
for every 0 < r < r , where 1;; = ~ + in.o
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Proof
This is just the standard Cauchy type representation
theorem for Cl functions with equation (29) taken into account.
Because the operator a/a~ is elliptic it turns out that
the right hand side of (30) is very well behaved as £ ~ O. As
a preliminary to the study of these quantities let nnf denote
thany n -order combination of derivatives of f:~ ~ ~.
5.23. LEMMA
For each n and each 0 < r < r there exists a constant K,o
depending only on nand r such that
-1
~ KE(~ ,g)
£
(31)
for all z € ~.
Proof
2Suppose that p (z) ~ L > 0 on ni' this can easily be
arranged by altering z by a scaling factor if necessary. Then
by well known properties of the convolution.
where kE is the function identically zero outside D1. If
sup Innv I ~ LK thenr
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S LK J k dxdy sa: £ 2k •p dxdye
-1
S KE(¢ ,g).c
Now fix nand 0 < r < r and note that the supports ofo
DD(k *V) are bounded independely of ( so that, in view ofc r
(25), (31) shows that
(Dn(k *V) + 0 uniformly and in LP for all p > 1, (32)c r
this is the key fact which makes everything work.
5.24. DEFINITION
Suppose U is a bounded domain i~ a: and f:U + ~ is a function.
If 0 < a < 1 say that f is uniformly a-H~lder continuous on U if
I fez) - few) I
Iz - wla
In this case call this number If I 0 and denote the classa,
of such functions by Ca(D)u The norm on Ca(D) is defined by
with respect to which Ca(D) is a Banach space.
The necessary potential theory is contained in the following
proposition.
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5.25. PROPOSITION
For each n and each 0 < r < r the functions
o
E: JK (z) :::;
E 1T a: z; - z
(lconverge to zero in C (D)1_r ).
o
Proof
The K (z) tend uniformly to zero on D becauseE 1-ro
sup
Dl-ro
1 d~dn
Ir;-zl
while this last term tends to zero by (32).
For the IK I semi-norm, set
E: (l,D
1-)d~dn = K (z)- K (0).z E: E:
Then
Ip (z) I
E: s I: I IIe:Dn(k *V )II p II 1 II for all p > 2
E: r L c(r;-z) Lq
by H~lder's inequality, with! + 1 :::;1. But
p q
(J~t<t-Z)I-qdl; dn)l/q = IzI2/q-
2
<JIW(W-l)l-q dudv)l/q
= IzI2/q-2 C for z ; 0
p
for some constant Cp when p > 2. Consequently
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IP (z) Ic for z ;;O. (33)
whenever z1 1 z2 and p > 2. The result now follows in view
of (32).
The result of this analysis is that as E ~ 0 the functions
E(k *v ) tend uniformly to zero on D1rr together with all
£ r 0
their derivatives. An exactly similar analysis applied to
£(£ *V ) shows the same result for these. Equation (30) showsE r
that a *V converges in the same sense to a function a on D1-r£ r r
o
5.26. PROPOSITION
The function a is holomorphic in Dl and is independentr -r o
of r E (O,ro). Consequently the subscript can be dropped.
Proof
From Equation (30) it is clear that a satisfies
:r.
1 f a (Z;;)dZ;ar(z) = 2TIi ~r _
aD Z;; - z (34)
for every disc D c Dl with centre z f Dl ' since a is-r -r ro 0
smooth it is necessarily holomorphic.
To see that ar is independent of r note that by the
properties of the convolution and the convergence of a£*Vr
lim
E~
a *V *V = a *V£ r r' r r' in Dl-ro
( 35)
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while by Fubini's theorem
= (ac*V ,*V )(w).
c;.. r r
So that
in Dl .-ro
(36)
Equations (35) and (36) show ar*Vr, = ar,*Vr while the mean
value property of holomorphic functions and the fact that V (~)r
depends only on I~I shows that
a (z) = fa (z+~)V ,(~)d;dn = (a *v ,)(z)r r r r r
and
for z € Dl .-ro
Thus a and a , agree and the result is proved.
r r
This section is concluded by a series of remarks.
(a) As £ + 0 the ~ are uniformly equicontinuous by 5.7 and
e:
so some subsequence ~ converges uniformly to a continuous map
e:i
~:M + N as already noted.
(b) It can be shown, as in 5.9 that ~ maps null sets to null
"" ~ ""sets and that if~: + N is a lift of ~ and B c M is a Borel
set
J dudv = J (~12 - 1~12)dXdY
~(B ) B dZ oZ
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and consequently the Jacobian of ~ is positive almost every-
where.
(c) If (¢*h)2,0 = b(Z)dz2 in the local coordinate discussed
above then b(z) = a(z) in D by the weak convergence ofl-ro
the derivatives of ¢E. to those of ¢. Thus ¢ is S-harmonic.
1
(d) If it were known that an S-harmonic map with the above
regularity properties of ¢ was harmonic the problem would be
solved. However this is unknown to the author, all he can
show is that the derivatives of ¢ are locally in LP for all
00 > P > 1 in the case that genus (M) = genus (N) = 1.
In conclusion then, the paper of Shibata is not completely
revived but a certain amount can be said. Shibata's method itself
can be carried in a certain way, indeed the variational problems
of section (c) can both be solved (theorems ~.IO and 5.12). Let'A
be a solution provided by 5.12. The next step in this method
of attack wou~d be to show that ~ is S-harmonic when the parameter
A is sufficiently large but the author disbelieves Shibata's
proof of this and is unable to provide one of his own. These
difficulties led to the search for a new idea and the alternative
approach was developed. The result of this work is, in view of the
above remarks, to find an S-harmonic map in the right homotopy
class which is in some way well behaved and is also the uniform
limit of a good set of homeomorphisms. This is all that at
present can be proved. It would be nice to be able to show that the
map constructed is a homeomorphism and even better to show that it
possesses some higher degree of differentiability. This would
show the existence of a harmonic diffeomorphism homopotic to the
given ~:M~N.
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APPENDIX
HARMONIC MAPPINGS OF OPEN SURFACES
The question keeps arising of whether there is an analogue
of the equidistribution theory of holomorphic maps for harmonic
maps of surfaces which admit only a given type of singularity.
The result of this section is that in one very special case the
answer is in the affirmative. However, the method is very
ad. hoc and lends no insight to the general case.
Consider a harmonic map ~:M ~ (N,h) of Riemann surfaces
and let (x,y) be local isothermal coordinates on M and (u,v)
normal coordinates on N by a result of Wood [38~ these
coordinates can be so chosen that
u(x,y) = Re(akzk) + o(lzlk)
v(x,y) = Re(b~Z~) + O(lzl~)
where z = x + iy. According to Wood [loc.cit] the singularity
of the map at the centre of the system (x,y) is determined by
the nature of R., k and I.m(akD ~) .
A.l. DEFINITION
The map ~:M ~ N has a branch point at p € M if there
exist isothermal coordinate (x,y) centred at p and normal
coordinates (u,v) centred at ~(p) such that
u(x,y) = Re(akzk) + O( Izlk)
v(x,y) = Re(bkZk) + O( Izlk) k > 1 and lm(akbk) f O.
In th e case N = ([ the coordinates (u,v) can be obtained from
standard coordinates by a linear map. Note that for such a
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map the Jacobian is of constant sign with isolated zero.
As a preliminary, and for the sake of completeness, the
following theorem of Osserman is included. It can be found
in a slightly different form in [24].
A.2. THEOREM
If ¢:ffi2 +ffi2 is harmonic and is a local diffeomorphism
then their exists a non-singular linear map A:m2 + m2 such
that the composition A 0 ¢ is holomorphic with respect to the
2usual complex structure on ill
Proof
With subscripts denoting diff~r:ntiation and superscripts
the components of maps,
are the complex gradients of ¢. Since the harmonic equation
takes the form
i = 1,2
these complex gradients are2holomorphic¢the function z ---> -T Notice
¢z
functions, consequently
1that ¢ never vanisheszso is
by the topological restriction on ¢.
Moreover a simple calculation shows
¢2z
~z
I.rh 1m ~1 ~2~z ~z =
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where J is the Jacobian of ¢l.Consequently
¢~
1m ~ < 0 .
¢z
(It has tacitly been assmaed that ¢ is orientation preserving,
this is clearly
¢~
z;r
z
no further restriction on ¢). By Liouville's
t.n eo r em is constant so there exist numbers a E R, b > 0
satisfying
= a - ib.
~riting tnis equation out in real notation yields
~ a¢l b¢l¢x :: x y
,~ = b¢l a¢lCjly x y
waicn is on elliptic first order system of equations. If A is
1 0tne linear map with matrix ia/b lib) and ~ = A 0 ¢ then ~
satisfies the system
~l ~= ~yx
~1 ~= -~y x
wnicn says that \jJ is holomorphic.
Helliark
By a theorem of H. Lewy [19] the map ¢ need only be assumed
to oe a local homeomorphism.
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nowe ver , if a harmonic map can be written as the composition
of a nolomorphic mapping followed by a non-singular linear
maVping it can only admit branch parts as singularities. The
converse is also true.
A.3. Tneorem
2 2If ~;m ~ R is a harmonic map with only branch pOints as
singularities then there is a non-singular linear transformation
A of R~ such that the composition A 0 ¢ is holomorphic with
respect to the usual complex structure.
Proof
Tne idea of the proof is to consIder the holomorphic function
ana to show that all its singularities are removable. These
sin6ularities occur at the branch pOint of ¢. Let Zo be a branch
~oint, then there exists a linear transformation T, so that if
~ = T 0 ¢ then for all Z in a neighbourhood of Zo
~l(Z) = Uo + Re a(z-zo)k + 0 CIZ-Zolk)
~ k k~ Cz) = Vo + Re bCz-zo) + 0 (Iz-zol )
for some k > 1 with Im(ab) f 0,
hy direct calculation
~l k k-l Ik-1= - a(z-z ) + O(lz-zo )z 2 0
2 k - k-l Ik-1~z = - b(Z-Z ) + O( Iz-zo )2 0
while it is clear that it can be assumed that J ~ O.
Consequently,
1j;2
z
1jJ1
z
= lim
z-+zo
lim
z-+zo
ab
=1~2
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a(z-z )k-1 + o(lz-z Ik-1)o 0
and tne~ at least locally defined, holomorphic function
2
IjIz
;r
z
has a removable singularity at zoo Noting that if T has matrix
(c d) tnene f
1 1 dljl2<l>z=cljJ +z z
<I>~ 1 + flj;~=eljJz z z
so tnat
~
lim <llz = lim
z-+z <1>1 z-+z
0 z 0
= lim
z-+zo
where defined
flj;2
z
~
~ 1c + dlj;/ljJz z
= Ibl
2c + dab
Ibl2e + fab
fabprovided that e r --- but this is true since e,f E m and
Ibl2 I
Im(ab) r O. Thus <1>2/<1>1 has a removeable singularity at eachz z
branch point of <p and the proof is now completed in exactly the
same way as in the previous theorem.
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A.4. COROLLARY
If ~:lli2+R2 is a harmonic map with only branch pOints as
singularities then
(i) If ~ is injective it is affine
(ii) If ~ omits only one point it factors through the
exponential map
(iii)1f ¢ omits more than one pOint it is constant.
Proof
In each case the idea is to use the factorization of
¢:lli4 + m2 given by A.3. together with the appropriate property
of tne holomorphic map ~:~ + ~.
If factors
with A non-singular linear and ~ holomorphic then ¢ is injective
if and only if ~ is injective. This means that in complex
notation ~(z) = cz + d, consequently ¢ is affine. If ¢ omits
only one pOint then by composing with a translation this pOint
can be assumed to be O. Thus ~ omits 0 and it is well known that
~(z) = g(z)e for some holomorphic g. The final part of the
corollary follows from the Little Picard Theorem in a similar way.
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As a consequence of these results a few facts can be gleaned
about harmonic maps from parabolic Riemann surfaces into complete
flat surfaces.
A.5. THEOREM.
Let P be a parabolic Riemann surface and N a complete flat
Riemannian surface which is not simply connected. If ¢:P ~ N
is a harmonic map satisfying J¢ ~ 0 then ¢ is _-..
surjective.
Proof
First recall that P is parabolic if its universal covering
~ ~
P 8pace is conformally equivalent to the complex plane. If N
is the universal cover of N then ¢ admits a lifting which can
'\.0 '\.0oe cescrfbecby a harmonic map ¢: a: ~ N.
-v
¢
_,---~~ '\.0
~ ----> P > N
t t
P -..;...¢_> N
By a well known theorem fran differential geometry, see [ 16 .n,
IV
N is isometric to the complex plane so corollary A,4 may be applied.
-v
Suppose ¢:P + N is not onto, since TI1(N) 1 0 the map a: _1_> N --->a:
is a harmonic map omitting more than one pOint, by the corollary
it is constant, hence so is ¢:P + N.
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